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Introduction: December 1, 1989 
 
On December 1, 1989, a long, black banner descended from the top of the Guggenheim 
Museum’s facade, marring Frank Lloyd Wright’s iconic white rotunda with a bold redaction (fig. 
1). This gesture was just one of some 800 shroudings, closures, and commemorations that took 
place at arts organizations, museums, and commercial galleries across the country for the first 
Day Without Art, a “day of action and mourning in response to the AIDS crisis.”1  
The call for Day Without Art came from Visual AIDS, a fledgling organization of art 
professionals concerned about the enormous impact of the AIDS epidemic on the art world. 
Seeking to leverage the energy, resources, and prestige of art institutions, Visual AIDS organized 
Day Without Art to focus public attention on the urgency of the AIDS crisis. The project’s name 
raised the chilling possibility of a world without artists, a future that did not seem out of the 
question in 1989. At that point, 61,816 AIDS-related deaths had been reported in the United 
States. By 1992, that number would triple.2 Meanwhile, the George H. W. Bush administration 
was slashing funding for the Centers for Disease Control and other federal agencies working 
against the epidemic.3 
The response to Visual AIDS’s call for participation was immense, far beyond initial 
expectations: an estimated 225 organizations participated in New York alone, with an 
approximate total count of 800 involved across the country. Degrees and types of participation 
varied, with some institutions closing for the day or darkening galleries, while others remained 
	
1 “Visual AIDS: A Day Without Art” (Visual AIDS, 1989), Visual AIDS Records, Fales Library and Special 
Collections, New York University Libraries. 
 
2 AmfAR, “Thirty Years of HIV/AIDS: Snapshots of an Epidemic,” accessed March 18, 2020, 
https://www.amfar.org/thirty-years-of-hiv/aids-snapshots-of-an-epidemic/.  
 
3 Randy Shilts, “Invisible Ink: The AIDS Story the Media Keep Missing,” Seven Days, June 7, 1989. For a historical 
account of the politics of AIDS in the US at the end of the twentieth century, see Jennifer Brier, Infectious Ideas: 
U.S. Political Responses to the AIDS Crisis (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2011). 
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open, presenting performances, readings, and memorials. Removing or shrouding artworks—or 
an entire museum, in the case of the Guggenheim—were the most popular means of 
participation. Evoking the symbolism of a mourning veil, these gestures sought to visualize the 
deep impact of the AIDS crisis on the arts community by suggesting the lost output of artists 
who were dead or dying—and, more dramatically, by suggesting the possibility of a world 
without art.  
In New York City, the Metropolitan Museum of Art participated by removing Picasso’s 
portrait of Gertrude Stein—the centerpiece of its twentieth century display—and replacing it 
with a small placard that explained the absence as a symbol of “the losses the art community is 
currently experiencing because of AIDS.”4 The Museum of Modern Art took a more traditional 
approach to mourning, hosting a short memorial service with readings and musical 
performances, including a composition by Leonard Bernstein dedicated to those he had lost to 
AIDS. The Jewish Museum also held a memorial service, reflecting on the importance of healing 
in the Jewish tradition.5  
Other institutions opted to participate by presenting, rather than removing, artwork. The 
Brooklyn Museum commissioned Untitled, a new work from Felix Gonzalez-Torres for the 
month of December—a subtle, text-based “portrait” of events from the artists life (fig. 2). 
Dozens of organizations screened Video Against AIDS, a six-hour video program of AIDS 
activist video curated by John Greyson and Bill Horrigan and distributed by Video Data Bank.6 
	
4 The Picasso was chosen because “it is the most visually recognizable of our 20th Century masterpieces, and it’s on 
a wall where you see it from two galleries away so you’ll know something is missing and, we hope, go up and read 




6 Robert Atkins, “Visual AIDS Or How to Have Art (Events) in an Epidemic,” in Disrupted Borders, ed. Sunil 
Gupta (Rivers Oram Press, 1993), 214–21. 
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Dozens more showed segments of the NAMES Project Quilt. At Metro Pictures, Louise Lawler 
presented an installation of 94 copies of the same photograph (a glowing plastic cup), each image 
representing a member of the Senate who had voted for the Helms Amendment in 1987, which 
forbid the use of federal AIDS funding for any materials or activities that made reference to 
homosexuality.7  
The Whitney Museum of American Art, which had been chastised in Artforum months 
earlier for omitting any reference to AIDS from the 1989 Biennial, distributed 8,000 postcards 
with an image by the activist art collective Gran Fury (fig. 3).8 Depicting three kissing interracial 
couples, both straight and gay, the image was emblazoned with the slogan: “KISSING 
DOESN’T KILL: GREED AND INDIFFERENCE DO,” and, in smaller print, “Corporate greed, 
government inaction, and public indifference make AIDS a political crisis.” In 3,000 subway 
cars across New York City, the Public Art Fund installed posters by the artist collective General 
Idea featuring the letters “AIDS” in the style of Robert Indiana’s iconic LOVE sculpture (fig. 4).9 
In Los Angeles, both the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and the Museum of 
Contemporary Art waived their admission fees for the day, suggesting that money be donated to 
the AIDS Project Los Angeles instead.10 In Pasadena, Art Center College of Design 
commissioned Keith Haring to paint a massive mural (fig. 5) to memorialize artists who had died 
of AIDS. (Haring himself died of AIDS-related complications just two months after completing 
	
7 “Goings On About Town — Photography,” The New Yorker, December 4, 1989. 
 
8 David Deitcher, “1989 Biennial - Whitney Museum of American Art,” Artforum 28, no. 1 (September 1989): 143. 
Kissing Doesn’t Kill was also installed in the lobby of the museum as a part of the exhibition Image World: Art and 
Media Culture, November 8, 1989–February 18, 1990, curated by Marvin Heiferman and Lisa Phillips. 
  
9 Andrew L. Yarrow, “Artists Offer ‘Day Without Art’ to Focus on AIDS,” New York Times, December 2, 1989. 
General Idea’s AIDS logo was also used by the New York Times to illustrate their coverage of the day. 
 
10 Shauna Snow, “A Country Without Art,” Los Angeles Times, November 30, 1989, 
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1989-11-30-ca-448-story.html. 
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the mural.)11 Day Without Art reached smaller cities as well, such as Albemarle, North Carolina; 
Edwardsville, Illinois; and Oklahoma City.12 In some cities, ad-hoc groups of arts administrators 
organized their institutions and coordinated local publicity efforts. In Seattle, an arts 
administrator named David Mendoza worked with colleagues at the Seattle Art Museum, the 
Henry Art Gallery, and a number of galleries and performance spaces to recognize the day in a 
variety of ways, including a touring “video van” that presented Video Against AIDS throughout 
the city.13 In Washington, D.C., Bill T. Jones cancelled a sold-out performance at the Kennedy 
Center just hours before it was scheduled to begin. “What [AIDS] means is that the light is no 
longer there, the stage is dark,” Jones later said. “This day should be to us like Memorial Day.”14  
A number of museums and galleries opted to create their own symbolic installations. At 
Harvard University, a spiral of empty chairs was displayed in the courtyard of the Fogg Art 
Museum, each chair representing a Boston artist affected by AIDS.15 In Helena, Montana, 
visitors to the Holter Art Museum had to navigate a maze containing a series of messages about 
AIDS before entering the museum.16  
	
11 Haring died on February 16, 1990. He asked that the Pasadena mural be preserved in its original location until a 
cure was found, and it remains intact in the Art Center campus today. See Atkins, “Visual AIDS Or How to Have 
Art (Events) in an Epidemic,” 216; Mike Winder, “Keith Haring’s Mural a Constant Reminder of the Fight Against 
HIV/AIDS,” ArtCenter News (blog), December 1, 2011, http://blogs.artcenter.edu/dottedline/2011/12/01/keith-
harings-mural-a-constant-reminder-of-the-fight-against-hivaids/. 
 
12 Koenenn, “Looking to a Day Without AIDS.” 
 
13 The video van was organized by Nine One One Contemporary Art Center. Regina Hackett, “A Day without Art,” 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, November 30, 1989. 
 
14 Robert Atkins, “Scene & Heard,” Village Voice, December 25, 1989, 
http://www.robertatkins.net/beta/witness/culture/body/daywithout.html. 
 
15 Yarrow, “Artists Offer ‘Day Without Art’ to Focus on AIDS.” 
 
16 Koenenn, “Looking to a Day Without AIDS.” 
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Though planned in a matter of months, the inaugural Day Without Art was unprecedented 
in its scale and scope—never before had so many museums and art spaces across the country 
banded together to respond to an urgent social issue. This overwhelming initial response 
prompted Visual AIDS to continue organizing Day Without Art as an annual event, which has 
continued to be observed every year since 1989. At many museums, the practice of shrouding 
artworks became normalized as institutional practice and has been carried out dutifully every 
year, even after Visual AIDS stopped coordinating national publicity for the project in 1999.17 
Thousands of curators, administrators, and other arts professionals have been involved in the 
project since its inception, and many to continue to participate today.18 
Despite its longevity and unprecedented scale, Day Without Art has not been adequately 
accounted for in cultural histories of AIDS, or in genealogies of art activism. The project has 
been represented by its posters in exhibitions such as Art, AIDS, America (curated by Jonathan 
David Katz and Rock Hushka at the Tacoma Art Museum, 2015) and Art After Stonewall 
(curated by Jonathan Weinberg, Tyler Cann, Drew Sawyer at the Columbus Museum of Art, 
2019), appearing alongside the Red Ribbon and other Visual AIDS projects. But Day Without 
Art has only received brief scholarly attention—in a short talk by Douglas Crimp that I will 
discuss in Chapter 3; in an essay by David Deitcher in Art Matters’ 1999 publication on the 
culture wars; in a social work dissertation from 2000 by Mary Stuart Petty that provides an 
imprecise and sometimes inaccurate historical account of the project; in a recent book-length 
	
17 Amy Sadao and Nelson Santos, interview by the author, October 25, 2019. 
 
18 I have been personally involved in the project since 2015, when I began working part-time at Visual AIDS as the 
Day With(out) Art Project Manager, corresponding with museums and universities around the world who participate 
in the project. Several institutions have proudly told me that they have observed the day every year since 1989.  
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study about Nan Goldin’s exhibition Witnesses: Against Our Vanishing; and in a catalog entry I 
co-authored with Alex Fialho for the Art After Stonewall catalog.19  
Though Day Without Art gave significant platforms to artists like Gran Fury, Felix 
Gonzalez-Torres, General Idea, Group Material, and David Wojnarowicz, who have become 
emblematic of the art world’s response to AIDS, the project’s role in making space for AIDS 
within museums has been unacknowledged by this literature. Day Without Art broke new ground 
in a longstanding debate about the compatibility of politics with art institutions. For institutions, 
the project provided a meaningful way to respond to the epidemic; for artists, it offered a 
legitimizing context for artwork that dealt with sexuality, the body, politics, and the 
representation of AIDS at a time when such topics were being labelled “obscene” and discredited 
by the conservative right. Today, as many art museums acknowledge the first two decades of the 
AIDS crisis as a deeply formative moment in the development of contemporary art practices, 
Day Without Art’s role in creating space within institutions for art about AIDS should not be 
overlooked.  
Day Without Art’s contributions to the development of institutional practice extend 
beyond AIDS itself. Considering the proliferation of social practice strategies and “new genre” 
public art in the 1990s, as well as more recent trends in museum practice that seek to position art 
institutions as sites of justice and community engagement, the questions that animated Visual 
	
19 Douglas Crimp, “A Day Without Gertrude,” in Melancholia and Moralism: Essays on AIDS and Queer Politics 
(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2002), 165–168; David Deitcher, “What Does Silence Equal Now?,” in Art Matters: 
How the Culture Wars Changed America, ed. Brian Wallis, Marianne Weems, and Philip Yenawine (New York: 
New York University Press, 1999), 92–125; Mary Stuart Petty, “Divine Interventions: Art in the AIDS Epidemic” 
(dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 2000), https://repository.upenn.edu/dissertations/AAI9989637; Sophie 
Junge, Art about AIDS: Nan Goldin’s Exhibition Witnesses: Against Our Vanishing (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2016); 
Kyle Croft and Alex Fialho, “Day Without Art,” in Art after Stonewall, 1969-1989, ed. Jonathan Weinberg, Tyler 
Cann, and Drew Sawyer (New York, NY: Rizzoli Electa, 2019), 234–235. The project is often mentioned briefly in 
writing by those involved with Visual AIDS, but rarely analyzed or contextualized in broader histories. See Thomas 
Sokolowski, “America: Where Angels Don’t Fear to Tread,” in Don’t Leave Me This Way: Art in the Age of AIDS, 
ed. Ted Gott (Canberra: National Gallery of Australia, 1994), 63–90; Tom Finkelpearl and Frank Moore, “Frank 
Moore on the AIDS Ribbon,” in Dialogues in Public Art (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 2001). 
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AIDS’ work in the late 1980s have only grown in significance. At a moment when artists and 
curators were re-thinking the political potential of institutions, Day Without Art provided an 
influential example of how museums and their staffs could reconceive their social roles. 
In addition to providing a detailed account of the formation of Visual AIDS in 1988 and 
the coordination of the first Day Without Art in 1989, this thesis provides a framework for 
understanding Day Without Art as much more than a one-day event, acknowledging its 
contributions to ongoing debates about the social responsibility of art institutions.20 
Chapter 1 provides an account of the political and cultural context from which Visual 
AIDS emerged by surveying the critical response to four AIDS-related exhibitions. By 1988, 
when the group first began meeting, debates about the role of art and artists in responding to 
AIDS were polarized between “activist” strategies—angry, direct, informative—and 
“sentimental” modes—mourning, universalizing, tragic. Concerns about the compatibility of art 
institutions with political engagement permeated these debates, leading some to eschew the art 
world as a site of activism and prompting curators to develop new, collective approaches to their 
work. Visual AIDS developed out of these conditions, seeking to address critiques about the 
political potential of art institutions from within. 
Chapter 2 details how Visual AIDS drew inspiration from two earlier arts activism 
groups: the Art Workers Coalition (1969–71) and Artists Call Against US Intervention in Central 
America (1984). While situating Visual AIDS within this historical context, I also distinguish 
Visual AIDS from its precedents as a group of curators, rather than artists, and examine how its 
work was informed by tensions between activist polemics and institutional pragmatics. Instead of 
	
20 Visual AIDS developed significantly in 1990, incorporating artists into the organization and producing a number 
of artist projects over the 1990s. A detailed account of this phase of Day Without Art is outside of the scope of this 
project, as is the changing profile of Day Without Art throughout the late 1990s and 2000s, and its more recent 
revival since 2010, but I will speak to these developments briefly in the conclusion. 
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confronting institutions to demand change, Visual AIDS was uniquely able to take action from 
within museums, using the prestige and legitimacy of art institutions to draw attention to AIDS 
as a political issue. By coordinating publicity for Day Without Art, Visual AIDS lent 
significance and national media attention to what have otherwise seemed to be minor, symbolic, 
or hermetic gestures. Day Without Art had an enormous impact on the news media, leveraging 
the authority of the art world to endorse the importance and urgency of its message at a time 
when AIDS coverage was lagging.  
Some critics expressed suspicions about the institutional nature of Day Without Art, 
arguing that the project’s symbolic gestures did not meaningfully intervene in the ongoing, day-
to-day functions of art museums beyond December 1. The project’s emphasis on a single day of 
action, for these critics, was grossly disproportionate to the scale and temporality of the 
epidemic.21 In responding to these critiques, Chapter 3 provides a more nuanced account of what 
institutional participation in Day Without Art entailed. Instead of positing institutions as unified 
entities, I center the role of individuals working within—and sometimes at odds with—
institutions, taking the Museum of Modern Art as a case study. Drawing on the personal archives 
of Philip Yenawine, the former Director of Education at MoMA and a lead member of Visual 
AIDS, I consider the meaningfulness of Day Without Art from the perspective of museum staff, 
accounting for months of internal negotiations and dialogues between staff and museum 
	
21 An article in Outweek offered reflections on the day from a range of curators, critics, and artists two weeks after 
the event. While the curators’ remarks (Thomas Sokolowski, Kinshasha Conwill) are mostly laudatory, the artists 
interviewed (Zoe Leonard, Gregg Bordowitz, Jean Carlomusto) balanced their support of the project with a desire 
for further action. Critic Laura Cottingham was more skeptical, questioning the value of the day’s symbolism and 
criticizing the Metropolitan Museum’s choice of Picasso (“the most actively and destructively heterosexual male 
artist”) as the subject of their gesture. A year later, Douglas Crimp’s remarks on Day Without Art would also focus 
in on the Met’s action. Sarah Pettit, “A Day Without Art,” Outweek, December 17, 1989; Crimp, “A Day Without 
Gertrude.” 
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leadership.22 In response to concerns about the project’s brevity, I demonstrate how Day Without 
Art entailed much more than one day of activity for participating institutions. Though a largely 
symbolic event, Day Without Art shifted power dynamics within institutions, fostered a greater 
sense of social responsibility among museums and their staffs, and organized new, politically-
minded networks across institutions. 
Such networks became increasingly significant during the culture wars of the late 1980s 
and early 1990s, as the conservative right worked to punish the National Endowment for the Arts 
and federally-funded arts institutions that presented “obscene” (read: gay and lesbian or AIDS-
related) artwork. Focusing on David Wojnarowicz and the controversy surrounding the 
exhibition Witnesses: Against Our Vanishing at Artists Space that unfolded weeks before 
December 1, Chapter 3 illustrates how the networks and opportunities created by Day Without 
Art helped arts professionals like Yenawine leverage the prestige of art institutions in order to 
legitimize art about AIDS in the face of the culture wars.
	
22 During the course of my research, Philip Yenawine donated about one linear foot of archival materials to Visual 
AIDS, consisting primarily of correspondence, notes, and press releases from the first five years of Visual AIDS’ 
existence. At the time of publication, these materials are stored in the Visual AIDS office, separate from the 
organization’s institutional records, which have been acquired by Fales Library and Special Collections at New 
York University. Because both collections are awaiting cataloging, I have not included box or folder numbers in my 
citations. 
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Chapter 1: What can art do about AIDS? 
 
Visual AIDS was conceived in 1988 by four men, Robert Atkins, Gary Garrels, William 
Olander, and Thomas Sokolowski, all gay and working in important positions at New York art 
institutions, who began talking together about their mounting frustration with the government’s 
response to AIDS and their desire to do something about the epidemic. Though they were not all 
friends beforehand, they worked in close proximity and knew each other professionally, 
sometimes collaborating or reviewing each other’s exhibitions.23 Garrels was the Programs 
Director at the Dia Art Foundation, just one block away from the New Museum on Broadway, 
where Olander was a curator. Sokolowski was the director of the Grey Art Gallery, nearby at 
Washington Square Park, and not far from the offices of the Village Voice, where Atkins was a 
staff columnist.  
Their frustration about AIDS was shared amongst the broader gay and lesbian 
community. After the first reports of a “gay cancer” in 1981, gay communities in San Francisco 
and New York quickly mobilized to disseminate information about the epidemic, organize 
medical services, and uphold a sense of pride and respectability. Candlelight vigils provided a 
venue for communal mourning and memorial, but angry confrontation was discouraged at these 
events.24 In her book Moving Politics, social movement historian Deborah Gould argues that this 
	
23 Sokolowski seems to have been the common denominator among the four. Olander met Sokolowski on the 
occasion of the bicentennial of the French Revolution. Olander’s doctoral research at NYU’s Institute of Fine Arts 
had focused on the role of art in the Revolution, and Sokolowski invited him to participate in a symposium at the 
Grey Art Gallery organized for the anniversary. Besides correspondence with Sokolowski, Olander’s papers also 
include an astrological chart that Olander drew up for Sokolowski. Atkins was close to Sokolowski as well, though 
he recalls that he didn’t know Garrels before Visual AIDS. Garrels occasionally ran into Olander on the street, but 
remembers Visual AIDS coming out of a dinner conversation with Sokolowski. William Olander to Thomas 
Sokolowski, March 4, 1987, Christopher Cox Papers, Box 39, Folder 583, Yale Collection of American Literature, 
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library; Thomas Sokolowski, interview by the author, December 17, 2018; 
Robert Atkins, interview by the author, July 17, 2019; Gary Garrels, interview by Julie Ault, August 2, 2019. 
 
24 Deborah B. Gould, Moving Politics: Emotion and ACT UP’s Fight against AIDS (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2009), 85–100. 
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restraint dissipated around 1986, after a series of events demonstrated the government’s 
disregard for the lives of gays and lesbians. With the advent of the first HIV test in 1985, 
politicians debated quarantine, mandatory testing, and other repressive legislation instead of 
funding prevention, education, and health services.25 Shortly thereafter, discrimination based on 
HIV status was legalized and the Supreme Court case Bowers v. Hardwick upheld the 
constitutionality of sodomy laws, essentially codifying homophobia at the federal level. On top 
of all of this, the AIDS death toll was continuing to grow exponentially; in 1985, it had doubled 
to over 12,000, and by 1986 nearly 25,000 had been lost to AIDS-related complications.26 
Gould argues that the diminished sense of political agency for gay and lesbian people that 
was brought on by Bowers v. Hardwick, coupled with the escalating crisis, helped to authorize a 
new set of emotional responses to the epidemic and with it, a new sense of political 
possibilities.27 Among gay and lesbian communities, AIDS began to be more widely understood 
as a primarily political crisis, made possible by social inequality and exacerbated by government 
negligence. Bowers v. Hardwick made clear that as long as AIDS was understood to be a gay 
disease it would not be a priority for the government or for the general public. A year later in 
1987, this point was underlined by the Republican senator Jesse Helms, who passed an 
amendment stipulating that federal AIDS funding could not be used to “promote” homosexuality 
or drug use, essentially censoring safe sex messaging.28 
	
25 Gould, 118. 
 
26 AmfAR, “Thirty Years of HIV/AIDS: Snapshots of an Epidemic.” 
 
27  Gould, Moving Politics, 163. 
 
28 Douglas Crimp, “How to Have Promiscuity in an Epidemic,” in Melancholia and Moralism: Essays on AIDS and 
Queer Politics (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2002), 43–82. Foreshadowing the role that visual representation 
would have in debates around AIDS, Helms wielded a series of sexually explicit comic books about safe sex to 
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As this politicized understanding of AIDS spread among gay and lesbian communities, 
the fight against the epidemic broadened from caretaking and prevention to include struggles 
against the way AIDS was represented and discussed publicly. News media in particular was 
criticized for underreporting the crisis. Writing in 1989, Randy Shilts cited a study from the 
Centers for Disease Control that showed that AIDS coverage in US newspapers had been 
dropping steadily since mid-1987, after peaking in February when Liberace died. Noting that the 
death toll of the epidemic would soon surpass the 58,000 killed in Vietnam, Shilts wrote: 
The scale of neglect is virtually without precedent. … One consequence is that CDC 
staffers now routinely find that many people think the AIDS epidemic has ‘leveled out’ 
or peaked. The reality, of course, is that caseloads have never been higher, with as many 
as 1,400 Americans a week being diagnosed with the disease. It is only the media’s 
interest that has peaked.29 
 
News coverage that did exist at the time perpetuated misconceptions about who was at risk by 
framing AIDS as the consequence of immoral behaviors, and thus only affecting gay people and 
drug users. Rarely was the epidemic discussed as a political issue or in terms of government 
policy, even as health officials testified to Congress that budget cuts were making their work 
against AIDS impossible.30 Representations of the AIDS crisis—or the lack thereof—thus 
became central to the activist response. Gould’s study demonstrates that the AIDS Coalition to 
Unleash Power (ACT UP), a direct-action group that formed in 1987, worked to shift public 
	
foment support for his legislation. The comics were produced by the Gay Men’s Health Crisis, which received 
federal funding for its work on AIDS education and information. 
 
29 Shilts, “Invisible Ink: The AIDS Story the Media Keep Missing.” Shilts noted in his analysis that the deaths of 
Rock Hudson in 1985 and Liberace in 1987 produced considerable spikes in reporting on the epidemic, which was 
suddenly made more relatable to millions of Americans. 
 
30 Shilts details a February 1989 congressional hearing in which Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National Institutes of 
Health testified that, because of President Bush’s budget cuts, he “could only fill 49 of the 133 new staff positions 
he needed.” Shilts also reported that the CDC’s request for $116 million from the federal government was cut by 
over 80 percent to $16.5 million. There was no press coverage of the hearing. 
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conversations about AIDS through street protests and savvy media campaigns that re-inserted 
AIDS into the daily news. 
 
A crisis of representation 
  As the activist response to AIDS shifted in the late 1980s, so did the writing of scholars 
and cultural theorists. Recognizing the AIDS epidemic as a highly mediated phenomenon, Paula 
Treichler described AIDS as an “epidemic of signification”; Simon Watney called it a “crisis of 
representation itself.”31 Engaging with this early scholarship, Douglas Crimp edited a special 
issue of the art journal October titled “AIDS: Cultural Analysis/Cultural Activism” in 1987. 
Bringing together a diverse range of academics and AIDS activists and linking Watney and 
Treichler’s representational critique to the field of contemporary art and postmodernism, Crimp 
sought to create an interdisciplinary discourse that could support and produce “cultural practices 
actively participating in the struggle against AIDS.”32 
In part, Crimp was also responding to the way that art was already being discussed in 
relation to the AIDS epidemic. Earlier in 1987, articles in the New York Times and Artforum 
surveyed the effect of the epidemic on “the substance and spirit of creativity,” noting that AIDS 
was hitting the art world particularly hard, creating a “sense of despair” but also given rise to a 
significant body of work.33 The painter Ross Bleckner, for example, was making work that dealt 
	
31 Paula Treichler, “AIDS, Homophobia, and Biomedical Discourse: An Epidemic of Signification,” Cultural 
Studies 1, no. 3 (October 1987): 263–305; Simon Watney, Policing Desire: Pornography, AIDS, and the Media 
(University of Minnesota Press, 1987). 
 
32 Douglas Crimp, AIDS: Cultural Analysis, Cultural Activism (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1988), 7. Simon 
Watney contributed an essay titled “The Spectacle of AIDS” and Treichler’s essay “AIDS, Homophobia, and 
Biomedical Discourse: An Epidemic of Signification” was reprinted in the issue as well. 
 
33 Jeremy Gerard, “Creative Arts Being Reshaped by the Epidemic,” New York Times, June 9, 1987; Edmund White, 
“Esthetics and Loss,” Artforum 25, no. 5 (January 1987): 68–71. Some commentators, such as Douglas Crimp, took 
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abstractly with the emotional reality of the epidemic, with titles like Hospital Room and 
Memoriam. These conversations about artists’ responses to AIDS characterized art as a distanced 
reflection of a larger “social mood,” a way of expressing the emotional tenor of the crisis. Few 
commentators saw any real way for artists to contribute to the fight against AIDS, besides 
donating to fundraising auctions like Art Against AIDS, which aimed to raise $5 million for 
AIDS research by selling artworks from blue chip artists. “No work of art… has the slightest 
power to save a life,” read the auction catalog for Art Against AIDS, but “it can generate a 
passionate abundance of solidarity, love, intelligence, and, most important, money.”34 
Crimp took issue with this approach, calling it an “idealist conception of art” that 
imagined art as a purely aesthetic activity with no social or political function. Emphasizing AIDS 
as a representational crisis, he argued that art could save lives if it intervened in the web of 
representations that structured the epidemic, reaching outside of the art world to disseminate 
information about prevention and safe sex and to reframe the epidemic as a political issue. “Until 
a cure for AIDS is developed,” he wrote, “only information and mobilization can save lives.”35 
Key to Crimp’s argument is the dissolution of “art” as a privileged aesthetic category into a 
“vastly expanded view of culture,” one which encompassed advertising, news media, television, 
and the agit-prop postering practices of ACT UP. His reconfiguration raised the question of 
public address, asking how artists, or cultural producers more broadly, could share information to 
a broader audience outside of the art world.  
	
issue with the over association of AIDS with artists, suggesting that such thinking could “ghettoize” the disease or 
perpetuate associations between AIDS and gays, on the one hand, and gays as “naturally” inclined towards the arts, 
on the other. See Crimp, AIDS: Cultural Analysis, Cultural Activism, 4.   
 
34 Crimp, AIDS: Cultural Analysis, Cultural Activism, 5. 
 
35 Italics in original. Crimp, 12. 
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Crimp’s impassioned critique solidified a crude but influential rubric for evaluating art 
about AIDS—“sentimental” versus “activist” art—that was felt far beyond the confines of 
October’s academic readership. Prior to the AIDS epidemic, work with explicit political content 
often came under attack by aesthetic purists who argued that art should aim for transcendence, 
and thus its experience should not be contingent upon a specific sociopolitical context. But by 
1989, even a survey of AIDS-related art in the New York Times upheld the value of “activist art”: 
Many artists now see their role not simply as public mourner but as political activist 
reacting to a government and a populace still uninformed and unconcerned… They insist 
that artists are not helpless, that their contribution to the fight against AIDS need not be 
limited to elegies and fundraisers… The goal is not to produce museum masterpieces but 
to save lives, by whatever means at an artist’s disposal.36 
 
The article ended with a direct quote from Crimp: “We need cultural practices actively 
participating in the struggle against AIDS. We don’t need to transcend the epidemic; we need to 
end it.”  
Crimp’s call for an active cultural response resonated throughout the art world at the 
same moment that Atkins, Garrels, Olander, and Sokolowski were talking about what they could 
do about AIDS in the art world. But even as artists, curators, and critics alike shared an 
underlying desire to take action about AIDS, there was little consensus about what activities 
might constitute a meaningful response.  By 1988, the four Visual AIDS founders were all 
familiar with Crimp’s critiques, as well as broader analyses of AIDS as a representational issue. 
In fact, Olander most likely lifted the moniker “Visual AIDS” from Simon Watney’s essay of the 
same name, which outlined a critique of Britain’s official AIDS messaging.37 
	
36 Michael Kimmelman, “Bitter Harvest: AIDS and the Arts,” New York Times, March 19, 1989. 
 
37 Simon Watney, “Visual AIDS: Advertising Ignorance,” Radical America 20, no. 6 (1987): 79–82. Olander’s 
personal papers are part of the Christopher Cox Papers at the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale 
University. The 1987 issue of Radical America is among Olander’s collection of AIDS literature (Box 44, Folder 
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 Though they shared an analysis of AIDS as a political crisis and an issue of 
representation, the exhibitions and projects that each of the four founders were involved in varied 
widely in terms of artistic content and curatorial strategy. In order to parse the critical landscape 
around art and AIDS, and to better understand the context from which Visual AIDS emerged, I 
consider how each of Visual AIDS’ founders grappled with AIDS at their respective institutions. 
Atkins was covering AIDS-related exhibitions for the Voice, starting with the unveiling of the 
AIDS Memorial Quilt in Washington, D.C. in 1987, the same year that Olander commissioned 
ACT UP to create a window installation at the New Museum. In 1988, Sokolowski was in the 
process of organizing an exhibition of photographs of people with AIDS at the Grey, and Garrels 
was working with the artist collective Group Material on a multi-faceted project called AIDS and 
Democracy: A Case Study at Dia. In surveying this period from the perspective of curators and 
critics, I highlight a question that deeply informed Visual AIDS’ work: how can art institutions 
be effective sites for responding to AIDS as a representational crisis?
	
683). Watney’s essay outlines a critique of Britain’s official AIDS messaging, offering a preview of the 
representational analysis that Watney would introduce in his book Policing Desire: Pornography, AIDS, and the 
Media, which was published later the same year. Sokolowski cites Crimp’s special issue of October in the catalog 
for Rosalind Solomon: Portraits in the Time of AIDS, and Atkins recalls seeing Crimp present a preview of the 
journal during a seminar at NYU. Atkins, interview. 
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Robert Atkins, Village Voice 
The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt in Washington, D.C. 
October 11, 1987 
 
 In the fall of 1987, Robert Atkins, a young critic and curator, was hired to write art 
reviews as a staff columnist at the Village Voice. At the time, the Voice played a central role in 
New York’s downtown art scene, and was one of the most visible outlets for critical writing 
about gay and lesbian art.38 As such, it was also a leading voice on the AIDS crisis and its artistic 
responses within New York’s downtown scene. 
Atkins’ first piece for the Voice covered the unveiling of the AIDS Memorial Quilt (fig. 
6) in Washington, D.C. Composed of hundreds of homemade, three-by-six-foot quilt panels 
memorializing individuals who had died of AIDS-related complications, the quilt debuted on 
October 11, 1987, in conjunction with the National March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay 
Rights, the biggest such demonstration to date—over half a million people marched to the capitol 
to demand an end to sodomy laws and protections for people with AIDS.39  
Cleve Jones, a gay rights activist in San Francisco, conceived the quilt in 1985, after a 
candlelight march in remembrance of Harvey Milk, the openly gay politician who was 
assassinated in 1978. Jones had encouraged participants in the march to write the names of 
friends and loved ones who had died of AIDS on cards, which were then taped to the San 
	
38 Numerous gay and lesbian newspapers and magazines existed in New York at the time, such as the New York 
Native and Outweek, but they had little standing in the art world. Douglas Crimp went as far as to describe the 
Native as “a gay newspaper whose politics are very undeveloped.” Douglas Crimp, “Strategies of Public Address: 
Which Media, Which Publics?,” in Discussions in Contemporary Culture, ed. Hal Foster, Discussions in 
Contemporary Culture Series 1 (New York: Dia Art Foundation and Bay Press, Seattle, 1987), 36. The Village Voice 
had employed several gay art critics, including John Perreault and his partner Jeff Weinstein, who were both 
involved in early discourse about the question of “gay art.” See John Perreault, “I’m Asking—Does It Exist? What 
Is It? Whom Is It For?,” Artforum 19, no. 3 (November 1980); “What Is the Impact of Homosexual Sensibility on 
Contemporary Culture? (November 29, 1982),” New Museum Digital Archive, accessed March 28, 2020, 
http://ca.newmuseum.org/index.php/Detail/Occurrence/Show/occurrence_id/480. 
 
39 Anne-Christine d’Adesky, “Mass Turnout for Gay Rights,” New York Native, October 26, 1987. 
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Francisco Federal Building. Struck by the patchwork that was created, Jones was inspired to 
create a proper quilt to commemorate those lost to AIDS. By 1987, this effort was formalized 
into the NAMES Project Foundation, and the organization began accepting submissions of quilt 
panels from across the country.40 
In his article for the Voice, Atkins praised the quilt for giving form and visibility to grief, 
and offering an opportunity for public and collective mourning: 
At 7:20 am, shortly after sunrise, eight volunteers begin to slowly unfold each 32-panel 
section of the NAMES Project Quilt. A roll call of those dead of AIDS and 
commemorated in this pliant, fiber memorial is solemnly intoned. An occasional name 
catches in an emotion-constricted throat and renders our collective self-control a 
shambles. As the sun rises higher over the Capitol Mall, two images recur: a flower 
blooming and a flag unfolding; a symbolic beginning and a ceremonial end. Both seem 
appropriate. Our grief is not just tangible, but public. 
 
He also underlined its status as art, situating it in the context of the “anti-formalist artistic climate 
of the 1970s” alongside feminist practices of craft and ritual. While this framing might have 
offered the project legitimacy from the perspective of the New York art world, Cleve Jones often 
discussed the quilt in slightly different terms, as a classic American symbol:  
Every family has a quilt; it makes them think of their grandmothers. That’s what we 
need: We need all these American grandmothers to want us to live, to be willing to say 
that our lives are worth defending.41 
  
Grandmothers and “family values” are, of course, exactly the same symbols that the conservative 
right invoked to justify homophobic policies. In this context, the quilt offered a potent but soft 
riposte to the exclusion of gays, lesbians, and people with AIDS from the nation’s symbolic 
family. 
	
40 Steven James Gambardella, “Absent Bodies: The AIDS Memorial Quilt as Social Melancholia,” Journal of 
American Studies 45, no. 2 (May 2011): 214, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0021875811000077. 
 
41 Christopher Capozzola, “A Very American Epidemic: Memory Politics and Identity Politics in the AIDS 
Memorial Quilt, 1985-1993,” Radical History Review 2002, no. 82 (January 1, 2002): 97, 
https://doi.org/10.1215/01636545-2002-82-91. 
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Relatable, un-threatening, and photogenic, the quilt worked to translate the losses of the 
epidemic to a broader American public who had only experienced AIDS through television or 
newspaper coverage. Some critics felt ambivalently about the ease with which the quilt was 
received, and wondered if it was so palatable that it might “assuage the guilt of those who 
otherwise have been so callous.”42 When the quilt was displayed again in Washington the next 
year, activists from ACT UP worked to link the quilt’s memorializing to a call for action, 
distributing a leaflet reading, “SHOW YOUR ANGER TO THE PEOPLE WHO HELPED 
MAKE THE QUILT POSSIBLE: OUR GOVERNMENT.” As the quilt grew more and more 
popular over the years, some activists grew contemptuous, worried that the project’s emphasis on 
mourning was inadequate and diverting energy away from action. 43  
 
William Olander, New Museum of Contemporary Art 
ACT UP, Let The Record Show… 
November 20, 1987—January 24, 1988 
 
William Olander was hired at the New Museum of Contemporary Art at the beginning of 
1985. His earlier curatorial work at the Allen Memorial Art Museum in Oberlin, Ohio focused on 
politically engaged artists such as Sarah Charlesworth, Jenny Holzer, and Barbara Kruger, who 
appropriated the images and forms of mass media in order to make visible—and rework—their 
implicit ideological functions. Olander sought to question the ideological status of artworks and 
art institutions, eschewing traditional distinctions between fine art and mass culture in order to 
contend with the politics of representation more broadly. 
	
42 Douglas Crimp, “The Spectacle of Mourning,” in Melancholia and Moralism: Essays on AIDS and Queer Politics 
(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2002), 198. 
 
43 Gould, Moving Politics, 225. 
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AIDS became a concern for Olander very early—in 1982, just a year after the first reports 
of a “gay cancer” began circulating, he was diagnosed with AIDS-Related Complex, or ARC, a 
precursor to AIDS.44 Little was known about AIDS at that point, except that it was almost 
always fatal. Despite his early diagnosis, Olander remained in good health for most of the 1980s. 
He began to address the epidemic in his curatorial work, and by the time of Visual AIDS’ 
formation he had already organized two exhibitions at the New Museum about the representation 
of AIDS.  
The first, Homo Video (1986), attempted to create a context to present videos by gay and 
lesbian artists without positing a “gay aesthetic” or type, instead approaching homosexuality as a 
political and heterogeneous category.45 Encompassing a broad view of cultural production, the 
program included two videos produced for broadcast television and Public Service 
Announcements by AIDS Project Los Angeles and Gay Men’s Health Crisis alongside work by 
video artists such as Gregg Bordowitz, Richard Fung, and John Greyson. AIDS figured 
prominently throughout, though Olander noted in his curatorial text that he took care to not 
“contribute to the spectacularization of AIDS which the media, in general, have produced and 
promoted.” Instead, videos like Stuart Marshall’s Bright Eyes (1986) featured footage of AIDS 
	
44 David Deitcher, Stone’s Throw (New York: Secretary Press, 2015), 111. Before HIV testing was available, the 
term “AIDS-related complex” was used to describe the mild symptoms that are associated with the early stages of 
HIV infection, such as swollen lymph nodes. 
 
45 In the exhibition brochure, Olander frames Homo Video as a direct critique of two earlier exhibitions at the New 
Museum that dealt with sexuality: Extended Sensibilities: Homosexual Presence in Contemporary Art, curated by 
Dan Cameron in 1982, and Difference: On Representation and Sexuality, curated by Kate Linker and Jane 
Weinstock in 1984. Olander took issue with Linker and Weinstock’s complete omission of homosexuality from their 
examination of gender and sexuality, and with Cameron’s attempt to describe a gay aesthetic. For more on Olander’s 
approach to exhibition as critique, see Gladys-Katherina Hernando, “Fragmented Memory: William Olander and the 
Exhibition as Criticism” (master’s thesis, University of Southern California, 2012), 
http://digitallibrary.usc.edu/cdm/ref/collection/p15799coll3/id/15441; Kate Wiener, “Looking Back and Working 
Through: A Brief History of Addressing Sexuality and Gender at the New Museum,” in Trigger: Gender as a Tool 
and a Weapon, ed. Johanna Burton and Natalie Bell (New York: New Museum, 2018). 
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activist Michael Callen demanding funding for research and care, and Gregg Bordowitz’s 
“…some aspects of a shared lifestyle” (1986) manipulated the formal devices of news television 
to reframe debates about AIDS.  
Olander began attending ACT UP meetings shortly after the group was formed in 1987.46 
Earlier that year, posters with a pink triangle and the text “SILENCE = DEATH” had begun 
appearing throughout downtown Manhattan (fig. 7). “Gays and lesbians are not expendable,” the 
poster read in fine print. “Turn anger, fear, grief into action.” The pink triangle worked to evoke 
both Nazi persecution of homosexuals and the gay liberation movement of the 1960s, providing 
a specific and politicized historical context for the epidemic. Designed by a group of friends who 
named themselves the Silence = Death Project, the poster quickly became the official logo of 
ACT UP, giving the activist group a powerful visual identity.47 For Olander, these posters were 
“among the most significant works of art… produced within the arms of the crisis.”48 
A month after joining ACT UP, Olander invited the group to create an installation at the 
New Museum. In his memoir After Silence, ACT UP member and Silence = Death co-creator 
Avram Finkelstein recalls feeling skeptical when Olander approached the collective about 
organizing a “demonstration” in the museum’s window. At the time, Finkelstein had a “political 
	
46 Deitcher, Stone’s Throw, 121. 
 
47 The six members of the collective were Avram Finkelstein, Brian Howard, Oliver Johnston, Charles Kreloff, 
Chris Lione, and Jorge Soccarás. The group initially formed out of a desire to process the emotional toll of the 
epidemic and discuss what could be done. With backgrounds in graphic design and commercial art direction, they 
eventually decided to produce a poster. See Theodore Kerr, “How Six NYC Activists Changed History With 
‘Silence = Death,’” Village Voice, June 20, 2017, https://www.villagevoice.com/2017/06/20/how-six-nyc-activists-
changed-history-with-silence-death/; Avram Finkelstein, After Silence: A History of AIDS through Its Images 
(Oakland: University of California Press, 2017). 
 
48 William Olander, “On View at the New Museum: The Window on Broadway by ACT UP” (The New Museum, 
1987), https://archive.newmuseum.org/print-ephemera/7910.  
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antipathy for the art world,” and doubted that anything in a gallery could respond to the crisis 
responsibly, with concrete information.49 Years later, Finkelstein would add: 
I was afraid that, with cultural acknowledgement surrounding HIV/AIDS, people in 
certain circles would begin to talk about it in a way that would enable people outside 
those circles to say, “Oh, thank God, something’s being done about AIDS—now I don’t 
have to do anything.”50 
 
After further conversation with Olander, reassurances that there would be no content restrictions 
from the museum, and a reminder that the window received considerable and diverse foot traffic, 
Finkelstein agreed to take the proposal to the ACT UP floor, though he did not join the 
committee was formed to develop the project.51 
The resulting work, titled Let The Record Show… (fig. 8), elaborated on the iconography 
of Silence = Death. The pink triangle and its boldface tag line were reproduced as a glowing 
neon sign, which hung over an enlarged photograph of the Nuremburg trials, underlining the 
Holocaust reference and invoking the judgment of history. Six life-size cutouts of “AIDS 
criminals” stood in the window, including Jesse Helms, the conservative US senator, William F. 
Buckley, a columnist who had called for mandatory testing and tattooing of people with AIDS, 
and Ronald Reagan, who had not yet spoken publicly about the epidemic. Slabs of concrete in 
front of each figure were inscribed with each figure’s public statements about AIDS (Reagan’s 
	
49 Finkelstein, After Silence, 77; Adair Rounthwaite, Asking the Audience: Participatory Art in 1980s New York 
(Minneapolis: Univ Of Minnesota Press, 2017), 184. 
 
50 Andy Battaglia, “The ARTnews Accord: Nato Thompson and Avram Finkelstein in Conversation,” ARTnews, 
December 19, 2017, https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/artnews-accord-nato-thompson-avram-finkelstein-
conversation-9510/. 
 
51 The installation was created by a group of ACT UP members including Michael Nesline, Mark Simpson, Don 
Ruddy, and Tom Kalin. Though Finkelstein did not work on the New Museum installation, he would go on to be a 
part of Gran Fury, which formed out of the collective that created Let The Record Show…. See Michael Nesline, 
ACT UP Oral History Project, interview by Sarah Schulman, March 24, 2003, 28, 
http://www.actuporalhistory.org/interviews/images/nesline.pdf. 
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was blank). Statistics about the growing scale of the epidemic and the inadequacy of the 
government’s response scrolled across a LED ticker. “The intention,” Olander wrote in the 
brochure for the display, “is to make the viewer realize the depth of the problem and understand 
that history will judge our society by how we responded to this calamity, potentially the worst 
medical disaster of the century.”52 
The public location of the installation was critical for both Olander and ACT UP. Facing 
Broadway, the major arterial of SoHo, the storefront window was seen by a much broader 
audience than would ever step into the museum. While noting this strength, Douglas Crimp also 
observed that the Let The Record Show… “was made for an art-world location and appears to 
have been made largely for an art-world audience,” since many pedestrians would not recognize 
the photograph of the Nuremberg Trials or grasp the project’s effort to contextualize AIDS as a 
parallel, man-made genocide.53 Crimp went on to discuss postering campaigns by activist groups 
that provided illustrated, lifesaving prevention information in Spanish and English in public 
spaces, as a broader form of public address. Though his essay praised Let The Record Show… as 
a “courageous” project for the New Museum, Crimp’s association between an art world 
location—even one facing the public—and an art world audience echoed Finkelstein’s 
skepticism towards Olander’s invitation. Crimp wrote: 
If we think about art in relation to the AIDS epidemic—in relation, that is, to the 
communities most drastically affected by AIDS, especially the poor and minority 
communities where AIDS is spreading much faster than elsewhere—we will realize that 
no work made within the confines of the art world as it is currently constituted will reach 
	
52 Olander, “On View at the New Museum: The Window on Broadway by ACT UP.” 
 
53 Crimp, AIDS: Cultural Analysis, Cultural Activism, 12. 
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these people. Activist art therefore involves questions not only of the nature of cultural 
production, but also of the location, or the means of distribution, of that production.54 
 
The group of ACT UP members who banded together to create Let The Record Show… went on 
to form the artist and activist collective Gran Fury, working alongside ACT UP to disseminate 
information and address the AIDS epidemic through visual art. While Gran Fury went on to 
continue working with major art institutions such as the Whitney Museum and the Venice 
Biennial, they continued to attend to the question of location and distribution, often situating 
their work towards the outside of an institution, in a window or near a street.55  
Olander expressed his own awareness of the limitations of the museum as a site for 
cultural intervention in Social Studies,  a video program that ran inside the New Museum 
concurrently with Let The Record Show…. Social Studies featured several videos responding to 
AIDS, including Testing the Limits, one of the first of many activist video productions to come 
	
54 Crimp, 12. 
 
55 While initially fluid in composition, Gran Fury eventually coalesced into a collective of eleven individuals: 
Richard Elovich, Avram Finkelstein, Amy Heard, Tom Kalin, John Lindell, Loring McAlpin, Marlene McCarty, 
Donald Moffett, Michael Nesline, Mark Simpson, and Robert Vazquez. The group has often downplayed their 
engagement with the art world as a purely strategic means to an end. Michael Nesline described this relationship in 
his ACT UP Oral History interview: 
 
The art world wanted to do something about AIDS. Artists were dropping left and right, and the art 
world—which is, basically, a conservative world—didn’t know what to do. So, now they knew what to do. 
Here’s this little Cinderella group that makes art that can’t be sold, because it doesn’t exist, and they’ll give 
us money so that we can produce our art projects, which are actions, and the art world can feel really good 
about themselves, because they’ve now contributed to … ending the AIDS crisis—and we can feel really 
good that we’ve taken their money… we’ve used them, and we’re not going to give them anything in 
return, because there’s not going to be any art product at the end of it that can be re-sold and could 
accumulate in value. So, our status as Cinderella was preserved. 
 
Julie Ault has questioned this reluctance to acknowledge the role of art institutions in Gran Fury’s oeuvre, 
suggesting that there was an “interflow between artistic, visual, cultural, and political strategies in AIDS activism. It 
wasn’t a simple case of the art world appropriating Gran Fury’s work or fetishizing radical gesture.” Nesline, ACT 
UP Oral History Project, 30; Julie Ault, “One Foot Inside And The Other Outside: A Conversation about AIDS, 
Activism and Art with Martin Beck and John Lindell,” in AIDS Worlds: Between Resignation and Hope (Berne: 
Sida Info Doc Suisse, 1998), 44. 
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out of collectives affiliated with ACT UP. In his remarks for the video program, Olander 
underlined the question of public address for this work:  
Museums, with some exceptions, have tended to focus increasingly on “video art” at the 
expense of works which are not overtly identifiable as such or have been created with an 
alternative function [such as television broadcast]. … Will a tape like Testing the Limits, 
devoted to the controversy surrounding AIDS testing, ever be seen by the audience for 
which it is intended? That is, the same audience that tuned into a recent episode of the 
CBS situation comedy, “Designing Women,” which dealt with the subject of AIDS in a 
serious though highly emotional and predictable manner? There is no question that the 
artists participating in this program have little desire to operate in a “video ghetto.” But 
from where will new and popular opportunities come in the 1990s? 56 
 
Recognizing that AIDS activist video sought to address a broad public in order to disrupt the 
news media’s representation of AIDS, Olander wondered what role art museums could have in 
supporting these practices. For art institutions to be effective in responding to AIDS, curators 
would have to develop new strategies—as Crimp wrote, the art world as it was currently 
constituted was not capable of reaching communities most affected by AIDS, or of intervening 
on dominant media narratives. Like Crimp, Olander’s early writing about AIDS art questioned 




56 Olander, “On View at the New Museum: The Window on Broadway by ACT UP,” 6. 
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Thomas Sokolowski, Grey Art Gallery at New York University 
Rosalind Solomon: Portraits in the Time of AIDS 
May 17, 1988 – July 2, 1988  
 
As Visual AIDS was being conceptualized in early 1988, Thomas Sokolowski was 
preparing to open an exhibition of photographs by Rosalind Solomon called Portraits in the Time 
of AIDS at New York University’s Grey Art Gallery.57 Hailed as the “first major AIDS-related 
photography show in New York,” the exhibition featured seventy-five portraits, mostly of people 
living with AIDS, but also including family members, caretakers, and lovers.58 The photographs 
were printed large—three by three feet—and hung austerely, pinned on the wall without frames, 
titles, or accompanying text (fig. 9). The legibility of AIDS varied from work to work. Some 
sitters display Kaposi sarcoma, a form of skin cancer that is the most visible symptom of AIDS 
(fig. 10). Other photographs show domestic scenes, loving embraces, and family gatherings—
benign scenes that only took on tragic overtones in the context of the exhibition and its title (fig. 
11). 
In his curatorial text, Sokolowski framed Solomon’s portraits a critique of mainstream 
representations of AIDS, citing both Simon Watney and Douglas Crimp. He described how news 
	
57 The Grey exhibition grew out of a chance encounter. Sokolowski and Solomon met in the context of the 
photographer’s solo show at the Museum of Modern Art in 1986, and both discussed their desire to address AIDS in 
their work. Sokolowski was intimately familiar with the toll of the epidemic, whereas Solomon’s experience was 
more mediated. “I was reading about it every day,” she wrote in the exhibition catalog, “but I had seen really very 
little.”  She envisioned her portrait series as a representational corrective, hoping to provide compassionate images 
that could humanize the epidemic. Because of her distance from the epidemic, Solomon had to seek out her subjects, 
meeting many of them at a weekly dinner program for people with AIDS. Dorene Lomanto, “‘Portraits in the Time 
of AIDS,’” Village Angle, May 16, 1988, Records of the Grey Art Gallery and Study Center, RG 42.5, Box I:9, 
Folder 1, New York University Archives, New York University. For Solomon’s more recent reflections on the 
project, see Rosalind Solomon, interview by Linda Yablonsky, October 29, 2016, Archives of American Art, 
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media mediated the public’s understanding of AIDS and its impact on society, underlining what 
he understood to be an urgent need for images of people living with AIDS, rather than victims: 
As our awareness of [AIDS] grew through the accumulation of vast amounts of 
numerically derived evidence, we still had not seen its face… Popular representations of 
AIDS have been devoid of depictions of PLWAs, save for the lurid journalistic images… 
where the subjects are depicted as decidedly not persons living with AIDS, but as 
victims.59 
 
For Sokolowski, Solomon’s portraits offered an alternative to the news media’s account of 
AIDS, which characterized people with AIDS as nameless statistics, tragic victims, and members 
of specific “risk groups,” namely homosexuals and drug users. Solomon’s photographs, 
according to Sokolowski, countered these damaging associations by showing people with AIDS 
engaged in their daily lives, out in the world, and as part of a family. Her photographs “help 
visitors to the exhibition view every PWA as known quantity, as the person-next-door, and not as 
pariah.”60 
Solomon similarly described her project as a search for the individuality of each sitter: 
“The thing that became very compelling was knowing the people—knowing them as individuals, 
and trying to photograph something of the uniqueness that really had nothing to do with 
illness.”61 Portraits in the Time of AIDS attempted to correct stereotypical and stigmatizing 
portrayals of the epidemic by presenting honest images of the “reality” of the disease, wielding 
“truth” against stereotypical and stigmatizing portrayals of the epidemic. Writing for the Village 
Voice, Atkins lauded the exhibition for doing just that. He praised Solomon for portraying a 
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diverse group of individuals, including women, engaged in a range of activities, with and without 
visible signs of illness.  
Despite Atkins’s positive review, the art world’s response to the exhibition was largely 
negative. Critics felt that the exhibition’s representational aims—to debunk stereotypical images 
of people with AIDS—was undermined by the show’s pared down, formal presentation, devoid 
of didactics. In the New York Times, Andy Grundberg identified “an unfortunate quality of 
sensationalism” among the photographs, amplified by a lack of contextualizing information 
about the individuals depicted.62 Olander elaborated on this critique in a review written well after 
he had co-founded Visual AIDS with Sokolowski: 
The majority of the sitters are shown alone; many are in the hospital; or at home, sick, in 
bed. Over 90% are men. Some are photographed with their parents, or at least their 
mothers. Only four are shown with male lovers or friends. For the photographer, “The 
thing that became very compelling was knowing the people—knowing them as 
individuals…” For the viewer, however, there is little to know other than their illness. 
The majority of sitters are clearly ravaged by the disease. (No fewer than half of those 
portrayed bear the most visible sign of AIDS—the skin lesions associated with Kaposi’s 
Sarcoma.) Not one is shown in a work environment; only a fraction are depicted outside. 
None of the sitters is identified. They have no identities other than as victims of AIDS.63 
 
Though Olander acknowledged that there was some nuance to Solomon’s depiction of the 
epidemic, he underlined a more fundamental parallel between her project and the news media: 
the nameless portrayal of people living with AIDS as little more than tragic victims.  
 The critical response to Solomon’s show resonated with broader arguments from the 
1970s about the political potential of documentary photography from Allan Sekula and Martha 
Rosler, who questioned photography’s ability to convey a cohesive and politically engaged 
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perspective on the level of the image alone. By 1988, Solomon’s desire for her photographs to 
“speak for themselves” was almost anachronistic in the New York art world. Grundberg’s New 
York Times review, for example, goes on to laud an exhibition by Richard Prince and Jeff Wall, 
both of whom toyed with photography’s inability to reveal truth and meaning. Olander’s review 
ends with a broader indictment of hermetic exhibitions of AIDS-related art:  
[AIDS activism] is not about taking pictures of People with AIDS, no matter how human 
the intention may be. … AIDS-activism is not to be found on the walls of an art gallery. 
AIDS is too public to be contained within the private sector. Correspondingly, AIDS 
activism must be equally public.64 
 
 
Gary Garrels, Dia Art Foundation 
Group Material, AIDS and Democracy: A Case Study 
December 19, 1988 – January 14, 1989 
 
In 1987, Gary Garrels was the Director of Programs at the Dia Art Foundation, and just 
beginning discussions with the artist collective Group Material about Democracy, a series of 
exhibitions and town-hall conversations that they would produce at Dia. Group Material had 
formed in 1979 with twelve members, and quickly became well-known for their themed group 
shows that challenged assumptions about the roles of artist, curator, and audience, often 
incorporating artifacts, mass-produced images, and other materials traditionally excluded from 
the category of fine art. By the time of Democracy, the group had scaled down to three members: 
Doug Ashford, Julie Ault, and Felix Gonzalez-Torres.65 
The Democracy project at Dia unfolded as four sequential exhibitions from September 
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and AIDS and Democracy: A Case Study. For each part of the project, Group Material curated an 
exhibition and organized a round table discussion and town-hall meeting where the public was 
invited to engage with the theme at hand. These public meetings were transcribed, edited, and 
published in the project’s catalog, along with commissioned essays and related writing.66 
The final installment of the Democracy project, AIDS and Democracy presented a broad 
range of visual art, video, and activist ephemera in Dia’s Wooster street gallery (fig. 12). The 
legibility of “AIDS” as a subject varied drastically across the exhibition. On a long folding table, 
placed diagonally in the gallery space, stacks of flyers and pamphlets provided by activists and 
AIDS service organizations offered information and political analyses to visitors. Video monitors 
on either end of the table screened a program of AIDS activist video. On a wall of the gallery, a 
poster by Gran Fury delivered a direct message: “All People with AIDS Are Innocent.”  
Much of the rest of the show, however, approached AIDS more subtly. The epidemic 
provided an implicit context for some contemporary work, such as a self- portrait by Robert 
Mapplethorpe depicting the artist visibly ill and clutching a skull-topped cane, or Ross 
Bleckner’s elegiac abstractions. Several artworks were outright dislocated from the timeline of 
AIDS, made in the decades preceding the epidemic. In a 1975 work by Jannis Kounellis, for 
example, a dead butterfly was pinned over an illustration of David’s The Death of Marat. This 
historical reference was echoed in a nearby drawing by Mike Glier that depicted a hanging arm 
and three partially shaded faces. With a working knowledge of art history and the French 
revolution, an oblique connection between these works and AIDS can be intuited. In a recent 
study of the exhibition, Adair Rounthwaite offers one such reading, writing that the inclusion of 
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this antecedent work “implicitly pos[ed] the question of how to consider the homophobic, 
sensationalist media representation of AIDS-related deaths relative to David’s heroic depiction 
of Marat.”67 A 1942 photograph by Dorothea Lange of a Japanese internment camp was more 
easily decoded in the context of AIDS—a cautionary illustration of what quarantine could look 
like. Though they predate AIDS, these works functioned as signposts to political concerns, 
accruing their AIDS-related meaning through the context of the exhibition and encouraging 
critical viewership on the part of the audience.  
Reflecting on the broad range of work included in AIDS and Democracy, Julie Ault has 
noted that “the AIDS crisis [was], for us and for our communities, becoming the environment of 
everything. It was becoming the framework through which daily life exist[ed].”68 Even the plans 
for the exhibition’s catalog were impacted—the group had originally invited Olander to 
contribute an essay to the publication, but he quickly became too ill to complete it. By the time 
the exhibition opened in December 1988, Olander was using a wheelchair and could only speak 
with great difficulty. He attended the opening nevertheless, one of his last public outings before 
he returned to his family in Minneapolis for the final months of his life.69 
In their press release for the project, Group Material expressed hope that the exhibition 
could gather the range of affects that the AIDS crisis had made every day in order to underline a 
need for action: 
This installation will create a juncture in which sorrow, rage, and fear can be used to 
reinforce our decision to act, to empower ourselves in the struggle for a society in which 
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all individuals will have their most basic needs fulfilled by a responsible, egalitarian, and 
truly democratic government.70 
 
The press release went on to list current statistics about AIDS and to remind readers that the 
United States and South Africa were the only two industrialized nations in the world with no 
universal health insurance. While the artist list was included at the end of the release, no artists 
or artworks are mentioned in the copy. Olander identified the precedence of theme over 
individual object as a key strategy of Group Material’s exhibitions, writing that “Group Material 
has transformed the traditional temporary exhibition from a vehicle for the advancement of 
careers and the promotion of the activity of collecting into a social and political action outside of 
art-world consumerism.”71  
 Despite the group’s intentions, and their emphasis on the political context of AIDS, the 
exhibition was seen by many as insufficient in its activist content. Reflecting on the opening of 
the exhibition in 2011, Julie Ault recalled: 
It [was] an emotional evening for the group, also tinged by a measure of antagonism to 
the memorializing orientation of some art in the show by a number of visitors wanting a 
more militant exposition.72 
 
A review by Kim Levin in the Village Voice focused this antagonism into a discursive flashpoint. 
Published on January 17, 1989, days after the exhibition closed, Levin’s piece castigated Group 
Material for avoiding confrontation. Taking issue with the “distanced, ironic art” included, Levin 
argued that the project failed to “evoke emotion leading to compassionate action,” as Group 
Material had hoped it would, in part because their “conceptual strategies of distancing and 
	
70 “Group Material Installation ‘AIDS and Democracy: A Case Study’” (Dia Art Foundation, December 8, 1988), 
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mediation act as psychic shields.” She went on to argue that the oblique associations between 
work like Kounellis’s or Lange’s serve only as “visual reminders, confirmations of principles” 
for an audience already in sympathy, but fail to communicate to a broader public. Reproduced 
with the review was a poster by Gran Fury that read: “WITH 42,000 DEAD, ART IS NOT 
ENOUGH. TAKE COLLECTIVE DIRECT ACTION TO END THE AIDS CRISIS.” Levin 
commended Gran Fury for its provocation, which was published by the Kitchen to illustrate its 
winter programming calendar. Patrick Moore, publicity director at the Kitchen, was quoted in the 
review on the subject of art and AIDS: “It doesn’t matter who the artists are or what they are 
doing. They have to be doing something other than their art.”73  
Levin’s review illustrates how deeply polarized the question of art’s role in the epidemic 
had become, though not all activists agreed with her.74 An unpublished letter to the editor by 
Gran Fury members Donald Moffett and John Lindell (who also had individual works in the 
show) struck back at Levin with equal affect: 
With the 1,000 bullshit idiotic exhibits going on in this town at any one moment, [Kim 
Levin] chooses to blast the Group Material show about their method of responding to the 
AIDS crisis… we support a diversity of activities as long as the work reinforces the 
dignity of people with AIDS and refuses to use “pity puppy” images which degrade a 
group of people who are not helpless or pathetic.75 
 
Their response provides a helpful perspective on Gran Fury’s performative polemics. Even as 
they proclaimed that “ART IS NOT ENOUGH,” at least two members of Gran Fury were clear 
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that they were not asking for no art. (After all, the poster also functioned as an announcement for 
upcoming performances at the Kitchen.) Their reference to “pity puppy” images illustrates the 
extent to which debates around photography exhibitions like Solomon’s had become a 
touchstone of public discourse about the representation of AIDS in New York’s art world.76  
 Levin’s review ends by questioning Group Material’s evolution from a “freewheeling 
social-activist group” that presented unconventional projects in public, non-art spaces into a 
group that functioned more traditionally within the art world. When the group began in 1979, 
they worked out of a rented storefront space in the East Village; by 1985, they were exhibiting in 
the Whitney Biennial and, a few years later, at Documenta 8 in Germany. In a broader essay 
about Group Material’s practice, Olander also observed that the collective seemed “to be moving 
somewhat more precariously into the comforting arms of the well-endowed art institution, and 
some have suggested that the group’s shows have lost their edge.”77 In her detailed and 
expansive account of the “Democracy” project, Adair Rounthwaite contextualizes these 
comments within a broader pushback against the Dia Art Foundation in response to 
“Democracy” and a similar project by Martha Rosler about homelessness. Founded in 1974, Dia 
was known for its support of minimalist sculpture and expensive, large-scale permanent 
commissions—not for its political convictions or social engagement.78 The sudden switch to 
working with Group Material and Martha Rosler drew suspicion. Rounthwaite writes: 
	
76 Months after Solomon’s exhibition, the photographer Nicholas Nixon showed a series of portraits of people with 
AIDS at the Museum of Modern Art, depicting the deteriorating effects of the disease. ACT UP staged a 
demonstration in response to these images, which they argued rendered people with AIDS as helpless and passive 
victims, reinforcing stereotypes about the epidemic. This episode is discussed briefly in Chapter 3. 
 
77 Olander, “Material World,” 167. 
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Dia curator Gary Garrels reports getting angry feedback from people who saw Dia as an 
“interloper” in a realm of politically engaged art practice with which it had never been 
involved. … At stake in the pushback against Dia’s status as an interloper was not just its 
late arrival to leftist alternative art practices, which had already been thriving in New 
York since the 1970s, but specifically the suspicion that it might have something to gain 
through its involvement with socially engaged art.79 
 
Writing in the publication for Democracy, David Deitcher articulated a similar concern: 
How could the collective… maintain the edge to their cultural critique? How could they 
preserve the emancipatory intent and meaningful community interaction that had typified 
their original project while moving at the behest of a rich cultural foundation to the very 
heart of Soho, the torpid and trendy shopping district in lower Manhattan?80  
 
Even Group Material expressed their own suspicions. In their introduction to the Democracy 
book, they recall asking themselves:  
“Why are they asking us?” To us, the Dia Art Foundation signified “exclusive,” “white,” 
“esoteric,” and “male,” whereas we had always attempted to redefine culture around an 
opposing set of terms: “inclusive,” “multicultural,” “nonsexist,” and “socially relevant.”81  
 
Nevertheless, Dia offered the collective a major audience—their Wooster Street gallery had 
more than three hundred passerby visitors a day, an important factor in Group Material’s 
decision to accept the invitation.82 Through its layered and open-ended exhibitions, and multiple 
public forums and discussions, Democracy—as its name suggested—sought to challenge Dia’s 
insularity by inviting the active participation of a broad audience. During Education and 
Democracy, for example, the group invited schoolteachers to participate in a town-hall 
	
79 Democracy was a significant departure from Dia’s past programming, but Garrels has noted that it fit with Dia’s 
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discussion. Contextualizing the project within Group Material’s broader practice, Olander 
concluded: 
For Group Material, the public is not merely an amorphous unknown for which artists 
create art works in the privacy of the studio. Rather the public is a discursive force, 
dispersed among its various constituencies, with individuals constantly oscillating 
between being producers and consumers. In its practice, Group Material has recognized 
that it must address its audiences both directly and through the channels provided by the 
art world. As a result, “Democracy” can be seen as one project for one particular site, but 
not necessarily indicative of Group Material’s entire practice.83 
 
Strategies of political address 
 
This chapter has illustrated how questions of institutionality, location, and public address 
inflected the production and reception of four AIDS-related projects that preceded or coincided 
with the founding of Visual AIDS. Despite the many debates surrounding these four projects, 
they illustrate a basic commitment amongst artists, critics, and curators to address AIDS as a 
crisis of representation. More than just a medical phenomenon, the AIDS crisis was deeply 
structured by its media representation—early associations with homosexuality and drug use 
rendered it of little concern for the “general public” and perpetuated inaccurate information 
about how the virus could be transmitted. In different ways, each of the four projects outlined 
above attempted to intervene in the discourse of AIDS, hoping to recalibrate the conversation, 
remediate stereotypes, disseminate information, and convey a sense of urgency.  
As curators and arts professionals hoping to respond to AIDS, Atkins, Garrels, Olander, 
and Sokolowski individually grappled with fundamental questions at play in the late 1980s about 
the status of art institutions vis-à-vis political engagement. How can art institutions be effective 
sites for representational intervention? How can museums address a public beyond the art world? 
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As the next chapter discusses, the relationship between politicized artists and art institutions in 
the 1960s and 70s was marked by confrontation and division. By the late 1980s, though, the fault 
lines were less clear, in part because the reconfiguration of the art world by earlier activist 
movements led to a proliferation of alternative spaces in New York. Rounthwaite describes this 
dynamic in her account of the Democracy project at Dia: 
Though the activism of the earlier era was strongly characterized by an association 
between institutionality and damaging political conformity, by the 1980s, many artists 
who had been involved in those struggles held prominent positions within the art world. 
Group Material’s position typified that of many political artists who found themselves 
attempting to navigate their own and their critics’ lasting attachment to ideas about 
political engagement, ideas that represented the intellectual heritage of an earlier 
moment.84 
 
Like Group Material, Visual AIDS’ four founders were also grappling with conflicting ideas 
about political engagement, but from a position internal to institutions. They remained 
committed to dealing with AIDS in their institutional work, even as they faced ambivalence 
about such endeavors from others. Questions of strategy and style aside, Visual AIDS’ founders 
sought to clarify a message first put forth by Olander in relation to ACT UP’s window display: 
“Let the record show that there are many in the community of art and artists who chose not to be 
silent in the 1980s.” 85 More fundamental than a shared aesthetic or common curatorial vision, 
this commitment to remain engaged with the social impact of the AIDS epidemic would become 
the basis for Visual AIDS’ work.  
	
84 Rounthwaite, Asking the Audience, 15. Dia’s invitation to Group Material came at the suggestion of Yvonne 
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When Atkins, Garrels, Olander, and Sokolowski came together to form Visual AIDS, 
they met as a group of concerned individuals rather than as representatives of their respective 
institutions. Foreshadowing these meetings, Douglas Crimp speculated about the potential for 
collectivity as an approach to curatorial work during a 1987 roundtable discussion: 
Cultural work would obviously be very different if it were conceived within, addressed to 
and constitutive of collectivities. But this is something that artists alone cannot be 
expected to produce. Rather, all of us who sense that our stakes are shared would have to 
invent procedures for working together. In the process our sense of isolation might be 
overcome, our overspecialization broken down. And strategies of public address—which 
mediums? which publics?—would be decided in the process of that collective work. This 
might sound utopian, but it seems to me less utopian than thinking we can answer these 
questions as isolated individuals.86 
 
Responding to what he saw as a politically atomized art world that too often replied to the 
subject of homosexuality with “this does not concern me,” Crimp called on arts professionals to 
collectively take on greater responsibility when approaching political issues.87 It was not enough 
to leave politics to the artists, Crimp argued, questions of public address and social engagement 
should extend to curators and their institutions, who have the authority and prestige to legitimize 
political messages. Atkins, Garrels, Olander, and Sokolowski knew this well, and in coming 
together to form Visual AIDS, they sought to pool their institutional power in order to respond to 
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On April 26, 1988, Robert Atkins, Gary Garrels, William Olander, and Thomas 
Sokolowski sent an invitation to some two dozen friends and colleagues in the art world, asking 
them to join an ad-hoc group called Visual AIDS. The group would aim to “coordinate, 
encourage, and facilitate the presentation of AIDS-related art, not to raise money.”88 The letter 
ended with a call to action, asking for active participation in initiating programs at New York 
institutions.  
The first meeting was held on May 23 at the Grey Art Gallery, in the context of Rosalind 
Solomon: Portraits in the Time of AIDS. Assembled was an impressive roster of curators and 
directors from across the city’s museums and alternative spaces, including the Museum of 
Modern Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Brooklyn Museum, the Queens 
Museum, Artists Space, Creative Time, Public Art Fund, PS1, Performance Space 122, Franklin 
Furnace, and White Columns.  
What brought this group of people together? Many of them already knew each other, 
either through personal or professional networks. Illeen Sheppard Gallagher, then the Director of 
Exhibitions at the Queens Museum, recalls a collegial and collaborative ethos in the New York 
art world at the time, in contrast to other cities she had worked such as San Francisco and 
Washington, D.C.89 Alternative art spaces were burgeoning, established hierarchies of high and 
low culture were in flux, and institutions were eager to collaborate and network.  
But perhaps most importantly, these early members of Visual AIDS shared a collective 
experience of the deep and personal impact of the AIDS epidemic. The group was 
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predominantly, but not exclusively, made up of gay white men, many of whom had experienced 
the loss of a close friend, relative, or colleague to AIDS by that point, or who were themselves 
living with AIDS, such as Olander. Reflecting on his motivation for joining, Philip Yenawine, 
then the Director of Education at MoMA, said: 
I’ve never been an activist, but I felt frustrated by not being able to do something about 
the AIDS crisis. It has had a profound impact on my life to see artists’ careers cut short 
before they’ve had a chance to mature. It’s almost as if their work didn’t happen.90 
 
Atkins, Garrels, Sokolowski, and Olander were not alone in their concern—fed up with a 
worsening political climate and a mounting death toll, people wanted to do something. In 
particular, they shared an urgent desire for greater public recognition of the AIDS crisis. The 
critic and curator John Perreault, described the tenor of these meetings: 
We feared for the future of art. And the press was losing interest. Once the demographics 
changed and I.V. users and people of color were the AIDS “growth” groups, the AIDS 
crisis was no longer news. Meanwhile, many of us were numb. How many funerals can 
you go to? What could we as curators, administrators, gallery directors, and art critics do? 
Although many of us admired the confrontational style of ACT UP and saluted their 
successes, there was work to be done within and through our workplace—the art world 
itself.91 
 
By all accounts, the early meetings of the Visual AIDS steering committee were full of energy. 
Gathered were a group of well-situated arts professionals who shared a set of experiences around 
the epidemic but, for the most part, had not previously found themselves organized and focused 
on the issue. Ideas began flowing quickly: a census could be conducted to record the names of 
artists who had died; a slide archive could be created to aid curators in producing exhibitions 
about AIDS; a mailing list could be compiled to help publicize AIDS-related programming. 
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Members began to leverage their institutional resources to benefit these projects. Bill Arning, 
then the director of White Columns, a non-profit gallery that managed its own slide registry of 
artists, offered to take on the slide archive. Critic Jerry Saltz and gallerist Simon Watson began 
collecting names for the Witness Project, a listing of art world losses to the epidemic.92  
Yenawine offered use of MoMA’s education facilities to create a comprehensive computer 
database for a mailing list, with other members contributing their own mailing lists to merge.  
The long-term vision was to organize a month of AIDS exhibitions nationwide in 1990, two 
years being the typical planning period for museum exhibitions. 93  
Visual AIDS’ inaugural press release, dated June 6, 1988, described the group as working 
to “encourage, facilitate, and highlight AIDS-related exhibitions and programs in the non-
commercial art world.”94 There is no indication that debates about “activist” versus 
“sentimental” AIDS art were at play during the early Visual AIDS meetings. Instead, the group 
focused on providing a platform for a breadth of programs, hoping to generate a context for 
AIDS-related artwork, rather than evaluating and elevating specific artistic content. The June 
press release elaborated on this strategy: 
By bringing attention to what otherwise might be isolated exhibitions and activities at 
individual institutions, we hope to increase awareness and encourage discussion of these 
programs and the pressing social issues that AIDS raises within American society. We 
will also act as a clearinghouse for activities generated in the New York area and across 
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Visual AIDS’ next press release, published in November 1988, did just this, announcing “a series 
of arts events that will be produced during the next six months.” It listed eight exhibitions, one 
performance, and one panel discussion, including Group Material’s “AIDS and Democracy: A 
Case Study” at Dia Art Foundation and shows at the New Museum, INTAR Hispanic American 
Theater and Gallery, El Museo del Barrio, the 92nd Street Y, and Schmidt/Dean Gallery in 
Philadelphia. Though Visual AIDS as an organization did not organize any of these programs, 
the press release took the liberty of announcing the programs a “series” of events, hoping to lend 
them a more cohesive political context and a broader audience. 
 This strategy resonated with a project that had taken place several years prior, in 1984, 
Artists Call Against US Intervention in Central America. Arlene Raven and Martha Wilson, who 
were both present at early Visual AIDS meetings, had been involved in Artists Call, organizing a 
networked series of exhibitions and performances that aimed to mobilize the art world in 
response to US backed wars in El Salvador and Nicaragua. Initially a modest endeavor, Artists 
Call mushroomed into an enormous project with the participation of over 1,000 artists across 30 
exhibitions in New York City, with offshoots in dozens of cities across the country.96 Artists Call 
sidestepped debates about the value and efficacy of “political art” by encouraging the submission 
of a range of work, “political” or not. The project instead emphasized its own activist message—
artists against US intervention in Central America—as an overarching theme, relieving 
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individual works of any political burden. As one critic wrote, the project offered a “collective 
expression of outrage” and found “strength of commitment not in political content, but in 




Despite Visual AIDS’ impressive membership and resources, its initial press releases 
garnered little interest from news media. In an interview several years later, Sokolowski recalled: 
We sent out press releases which said, ‘In New York in June there are these ten events on 
AIDS.’ We tried to generate publicity and it didn’t do anything. It wasn’t glamorous 
enough. What’s news about that [newspapers would ask]?98 
 
Similarly, Perreault felt that Visual AIDS’ plans were lacking urgency: 
I became impatient. Yes, it is important to facilitate art exhibitions about AIDS, maintain 
an archive, start a listing of artists who have died… But we needed something more 
immediate and dramatic. Had not the death count already exceeded the number of 
Americans killed in Vietnam?99 
 
Perreault suggested organizing a moratorium, “a day of closure at all museums, galleries, non-
profit spaces” to “highlight the seriousness of AIDS.” The idea was met with skepticism by 
Yenawine, who later recalled: 
I said, “They’ll never do it… museums stage a protest? Not today.” And I was reflecting 
my view of the attitude of not only the curators [at MoMA], who were pretty insular, but 
also the director [Richard Oldenburg], who was a complicated man and never one to do 
anything that might cause controversy.100 
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Yenawine’s response was pragmatic, coming from his deep familiarity with the mechanics of 
museum administration and trustee politics. Prior to his appointment at MoMA in 1983, 
Yenawine directed education programs at The Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Chicago, as well as serving as the founding director of the Aspen Art 
Museum. Besides political controversy, he knew that a moratorium would present a financial 
burden from the point of view of museum directors and trustees, who were increasingly adopting 
corporate management models—and corporate sponsorship—in their work.101   
 Perreault’s idea wasn’t completely fantastical, though—it stemmed from his firsthand 
experiences organizing against the Vietnam War with the Art Workers Coalition (AWC) in the 
late 1960s, when artists developed a variety of strategies to pressure major New York museums 
to speak out against the war.102 In 1969, calls for a general strike in response to the Vietnam War 
were circulating among the left. A group of activists took up the idea, shifting the language from 
“strike” to the less radical sounding “moratorium” and organizing a nation-wide day of 
demonstrations, work stoppages, teach-ins, and symbolic actions.103 The “Moratorium to End the 
War in Vietnam,” as it came to be called, took place on October 15, 1969, with a massive march 
in Washington D.C. and millions participating across the country. The Art Workers Coalition, 
which had formed earlier the same year, brought the call for moratorium to a number of New 
York museums. Few of the AWC’s demands had received immediate traction from museums, 
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but the response to the moratorium was remarkable.104 The Museum of Modern Art, the 
Whitney, and the Jewish Museum participated, closing for the day along with most of the city’s 
commercial galleries, while the Guggenheim and the Metropolitan were both picketed by the 
AWC for remaining open.105 (An internal memo from the trustees of MoMA noted that the 
decision to close was in part because most of the staff had already indicated they would not be 
coming to work on October 15 in observance of the Moratorium.) 
 With millions of people taking to the street to protest, the Moratorium made a deep 
impact. Forced to respond to the widespread dissent registered by the Moratorium, President 
Nixon delivered his “silent majority” speech weeks later on national television, attempting to 
frame the widespread protests as the clamoring of a vocal minority.106 The participation of three 
museums received little public attention in the broader context of the Moratorium, but it set a 
precedent nonetheless, proving that art institution could play a role in politics. A year later, the 
New York Art Strike Against Racism, Sexism, Repression and War adopted the same tactic to 
mixed success, calling on museums to close temporarily and recognize their complicity in 
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various forms of oppression. Individual artists were able to close their exhibitions, such as 
Robert Morris at the Whitney Museum, but most museums did not participate.107 
 In its first two press releases, Visual AIDS sought to situate itself in relation to these 
historical precedents, stating: 
Visual AIDS belongs, then, to the tradition of activist art organizing dating back to the 
anti-Vietnam War movement and to the more recent Artists’ Call Against Central 
America [sic].108 
 
These traditions were embodied in Visual AIDS’s membership through people like John 
Perreault, Arlene Raven, and Martha Wilson—curators and critics who had worked alongside 
artists to organize demonstrations and actions without the support of art institutions. Yenawine’s 
response to the idea of a moratorium, however, illustrates an important point of contrast between 
Visual AIDS and its historical precedents. While the Art Workers Coalition and Artists Call 
mobilized artists as political agents, Visual AIDS uniquely marshaled curators and museum 
workers, and through them, the resources and prestige of institutions.  
 As a politicized collective of arts professionals organizing outside of their institutions, 
Visual AIDS may have been the first organization of its kind. As discussed in Chapter 1, the 
compatibility of institutional work and political engagement was hotly contested during the late 
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1980s. Visual AIDS provides a unique opportunity to investigate how curators and museum 
workers collectively grappled with this question, which has more often been considered from the 
perspective of artists and individual practices. 
 Despite Yenawine’s skepticism about the moratorium idea, he agreed to meet with 
Perreault and Atkins to discuss it further.109 Together, Yenawine and Perreault embodied a 
productive tension that would come to structure Day Without Art—a dialectic swinging between 
a politicized, activist discourse that made demands upon institutions, and a more pragmatic, 
emotional appeal that aimed to marshal resources from within institutions. As they developed the 
idea of the moratorium, Yenawine offered to reach out to friends and colleagues at museums 
across the country to gauge the feasibility of a day of closure. Close readings of the drafted 
language for this survey offers a clear illustration of their retrospective strategies, which were 
ultimately synthesized into Day Without Art. 
 
John Perreault: Demanding Action 
 
 Drawing on his experience with the Art Workers Coalition, Perreault approached the 
moratorium as a demand placed upon museums. The AWC emerged during a broader 
recalibration of leftist politics in the 1960s that emphasized the political role of social 
institutions. Influenced by the writing of Louis Althusser, who identified schools, churches, and 
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other social institutions (“ideological state apparatuses”) as both the stakes and the sites of class 
struggle, leftist organizers deprioritized electoral politics and instead sought to establish “direct 
popular control over key social institutions.”110 The Art Workers Coalition and others extended 
this strategy to the art world, targeting museums as ideological institutions and attempting to 
transform their political, economic, and social functions.111 
 From the beginning, Perreault argued for a set of demands to be linked to the 
moratorium, tying the symbolic gesture to a political demand—increased government funding. 
His proposal for a poster publicizing the moratorium read: 
 A DAY WITHOUT ART: THE AIDS CRISIS ARTS MORATORIUM 
• To dramatize the already great loss of artists and arts-workers and the potential 
impact upon culture in the future; 
• To call attention to the plight of gay and “minority” persons with AIDS and 
infants being born with AIDS; 
• To demand increased government funding for AIDS research, education, and 
medical care…. 
On Friday, December 1, 1989, UN World Health Organization Aids Awareness Day, 
THE FOLLOWING ART INSTITUTIONS WILL BE CLOSED.112  
 
His language was explicit in naming the government as a target of the moratorium and 
highlighting the role of gay identity in the crisis, along with other minorities. Institutional 
participation in the moratorium, for Perreault, would require the articulation and dissemination of 
these political demands. His notes emphasized the importance of publicity for the moratorium, 
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suggesting that “each institution should issue its own announcement or press release through its 
own press office.”113  
 In insisting on a direct political message, Perreault did not necessarily disagree with 
Yenawine’s belief that the political was anathema to art museums. He did, however, envision the 
moratorium as an opportunity to challenge museums on this point, hoping that Visual AIDS 
could work to persuade institutions to adopt political intentions, as the Art Workers Coalition 
had tried to do during the Vietnam War. For Perreault, pressuring museums to endorse these 
demands was part of a larger project of transforming what he saw as inherently conservative 
institutions into more just and democratic entities. 
 
Philip Yenawine: Museums as Resources 
  
 Yenawine, on the other hand, avoided explicit reference to politics, the government, or 
gay identity when describing the project. He framed the moratorium as an attempt to “raise 
awareness” of the social impact and losses of the epidemic. In a drafted letter to colleagues in the 
art world, he wrote: 
an idea was proposed involving a day-long moratorium among as many arts organizations 
as possible, recognizing the impact which AIDS is having on the creative world… 
Written materials would be developed to focus on the impact of the crisis on the art 
world, helping to create greater public recognition and mourning for the incalculable 
losses we are sustaining. It is hoped that such materials might encourage serious 
discussion by news media of the problem and its universal nature.114 
 
In the place of Perreault’s politics, Yenawine emphasized emotion, appealing to humanist values 
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draft, he explained how this emotional appeal could be more expedient than an explicitly 
political ask. Yenawine wrote, but ultimately omitted, the following paragraph in a letter to a 
museum director: 
Many museums once mobilized to make anti-war statements during Vietnam and, 
although the expressions of disapproval took various forms, our professional community 
found voices to make clear its moral and ethical opinion on the matter. The AIDS crisis is 
not so clearly in the political realm and thus in theory it is easier for us to say that “we” 
want more public attention to the problem, more funding, more practical assistance and 
counseling programs, secure medical care, etc. We, in this case, would be the human and 
concerned people who work for, support and attend the museums.115 
 
Knowing that a politically minded initiative might be difficult for many museums to sign onto, 
Yenawine sought to instead emphasize the moratorium as a call for public mourning, speaking 
out of a concern for humanity. This is not to say that Yenawine did not imagine the moratorium 
as a political project, but rather that he sought to provide a depoliticized rationale for museums to 
participate. Similarly, although Visual AIDS initially introduced itself in relation to anti-war 
organizing and Artists Call, these references were not included in subsequent publicity materials, 
and one drafted outreach letter shows a reference to Vietnam marked for deletion.116  
 Unlike Perreault, Yenawine did not approach museums as the “site” of political struggle, 
seeking to change or transform them on a structural level. Instead, Yenawine approached 
museums as sources of symbolic value—prestige and legitimacy—as well as organizational 
resources—press offices and media contacts. Consequently, while his letters began with the idea 
of a moratorium, Yenawine extended a broader invitation for museums to participate in 
additional ways: 
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Do you think that (name of institution) might take part in such a moratorium? Are there 
either additional ways (such as exhibitions, discussion forums, performances) or 
alternatives which you might also consider?117 
 
Yenawine envisioned Day Without Art as an opportunity to use the cultural influence of art 
museums to focus attention on the AIDS crisis. Whether or not these museums understood the 
political dimensions of the epidemic was of secondary concern. This approach resonated with the 
strategy of Artists Call, which accommodated both explicitly political artworks and work by 
artists who aligned themselves with the cause but did not address it in their artwork, emphasizing 
the political context of the project as a whole. If Visual AIDS could build a sufficient national 
context for Day Without Art, the individual actions of museums would become secondary to the 
project’s overall message. 
 
Increasing the options 
 
 To develop the moratorium idea, Visual AIDS formed a subcommittee consisting of Bill 
Arning, Gary Garrels, Barbara Goldner (a publicist), Robert Atkins, Patrick Moore, John 
Perreault, Judite dos Santos (Studio Museum in Harlem), Ileen Sheppard, Thomas Sokolowski, 
and Philip Yenawine.118 In early January 1989, Yenawine sent out a dozen letters to directors of 
major museums across the country, including the Whitney Museum, the New Museum, the 
Brooklyn Museum, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and the Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles. Other subcommittee members conducted their own outreach 
as well, and in March the group came together to discuss the responses. 
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 The initial survey found that, on the whole, museum workers across the country shared 
Visual AIDS’ desire to respond to the epidemic. Many, however, questioned the idea of a 
moratorium. A memo from Yenawine summarized the findings: 
Most artist-run alternative spaces say yes, we will close. Many others, including gallery 
people, support the idea as well. Most museums and art institutions say yes, we will 
become involved, not by closing but by some other news-worthy event, exhibition or 
program.119  
 
Attached was a list of institutions. Under “Yes, We’ll Close” was a smattering of alternative 
spaces and small museums across the country including LACE (Los Angeles Contemporary 
Exhibitions), the Henry Art Gallery in Seattle, Aspen Art Museum, Museo del Barrio, and White 
Columns. “Yes, We’ll Do Something But Probably Not Close” contained some bigger names, 
such as the Museum of Modern Art, the Brooklyn Museum, the Whitney, the New Museum, the 
Kitchen, ICA Philadelphia, CAM Houston, and Columbus Museum of Fine Arts, among others. 
The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art was the only “Maybe”—Jack Lane, the director, had 
objected to the notion of a moratorium and showed little interest in considering alternative forms 
of participation: 
I share the deep concern that you have about the AIDS crisis, one which is tragically very 
much a part of day-to-day existence in San Francisco. 
 
I regret, however, that we do not feel that it is the right direction to take on behalf of 
AIDS to close the Museum to the public as part of a moratorium. Not only do I believe 
that the public has a right to access to our exhibitions and collections on our regular 
schedule, but I also think that closing the Museum is not a way of emphasizing the 
positive effect of art.120 
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Lane went on to mention that he had been in touch with the fundraising project Art Against 
AIDS, calling it a “worthy endeavor.” Besides organizing multi-million dollar auctions 
benefiting the American Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR), Art Against AIDS had 
recently produced a set of limited-edition gold-plated whistles featuring designs by artists Eric 
Fischl, Jenny Holzer, and Robert Longo as a fundraising item. The organization was working 
with museums to “blow the whistle on AIDS” by selling the $500 whistles to visitors and 
members.121  
 In a cordial response to Lane’s letter, Yenawine pushed back, arguing that the AIDS 
crisis demanded a more urgent response: 
I believe the real negativity and gravity of the situation is still missed by vast numbers of 
people in this country, and more and clearer statements are needed to produce the 
attention the problem merits.122 
 
Lane was not alone in his reaction to the moratorium. Robert Buck, director of the Brooklyn 
Museum, characterized it as “a basically negative action,” though he also signaled a willingness 
to help, suggesting that “poetry readings, recitals, etc. of the works by some of our best lost 
people” might be a better way to honor those who have been lost to AIDS.123 Buck’s response to 
the moratorium idea stands in contrast to his statements on AmFAR’s whistle project, which he 
called “an effective way for the American museum community to expand its involvement in this 
critical cause.”124 
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 Thomas Armstrong, director of the Whitney Museum of American Art, responded 
promptly to Yenawine’s letter with a press release for a video program the museum had recently 
shown called “AIDS Media: Counter-Representations.” A handwritten note read: “Phillip, 
received your letter and we are thinking… in the meantime, thought you should see this.” 
Though the language in the video program’s press release conveyed little urgency, the exhibition 
included a number of critical and activist AIDS videos by artists including Gregg Bordowitz, 
Jean Carlomusto, Amber Hollibaugh, and Tom Kalin.125  
These responses confirmed Yenawine’s skepticism—major museums were not willing to 
disrupt their daily functions completely in order to make a statement about AIDS, though there 
was interest in addressing the epidemic through more traditional forms of museum programming 
such as screenings and public events. Reflecting on these responses and others received during 
this initial survey period, Perreault later wrote: 
it was clear that a moratorium would not fly. Legal problems stood in the way. Some 
institutions could not jeopardize government funding by closing; some had the gate and 
gift shop receipts to consider. There were a thousand excuses. AIDS affects Democrats, 
Republicans, Leftists, and Rightists, but the word “moratorium” seems to recall anti-
government activities during the Vietnam period and apparently makes trustees see red. 
What was the solution? Call our proposed public action something else; increase the 
options.126 
 
By Perreault’s account, it was clear to members of Visual AIDS that Yenawine’s more pragmatic 
approach to the project would garner more traction. As the term “moratorium” was dropped from 
communications about the project, the title “Day Without Art” became metaphorical. As 
Perreault described: 
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“A Day Without Art” would be a day of mourning, a day of protest—and a day of 
warning. Can you imagine a day without art? The message became: unless we do 
something to stop AIDS—and the bigotry that prevents increased education and 
funding—we will indeed have a day without art.127 
 
Recognizing that museums would be willing to do something other than close for a day, the 
mandate broadened. When the project was officially publicized in July, numerous forms of 
participation were suggested:  
consider closing your doors, darkening galleries, leaving spaces empty, halting 
performances, creating educational materials, offering services; sponsoring lectures, 
performances, exhibitions, ceremonies or forums; commissioning artworks, raising 
money, conducting staff and volunteer consciousness raising and/or information 
programs, etc. There may be as many appropriate ways of marking the day as there are 
participating institutions.128 
 
Though Perreault later wrote that Day Without Art “was not the moratorium I had proposed,” 
elements of his activist rhetoric became central to the project. While Yenawine’s framing of the 
project had centered mourning, hoping to call public attention to the enormous losses of the 
epidemic, Perreault enumerated a set of political demands and envisioned Day Without Art as an 
active intervention. Though the rhetoric of “moratorium” and its connotations of political protest 
were dropped, these demands and a call to action were incorporated in the final press release for 
the project. What had been “A Day Without Art: An AIDS Crisis Arts Moratorium” became “A 
Day Without Art: A National Day of Action and Mourning in Response to the AIDS Crisis,” 
which aimed: 
- to commemorate losses of artists and arts professionals 
- to create greater awareness about the spread of AIDS 
- to publicize the needs of persons with AIDS and available help systems 
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- to call for greater funding of services and research129 
 
Though less pointed than Perreault’s demands, which identified the government as a target and 
named explicitly the needs of gay and minority populations, these aims situated Day Without Art 
within a broader AIDS activist movement, joining mourning with action. According to Atkins, 
this negotiation between mourning and action might have felt like a compromise to some, but 
ultimately strengthened the project: 
We subtitled Day Without Art ‘a national day of mourning and action in response to the 
AIDS crisis’ [sic]. We wanted to encourage - and link - both responses but hoped that the 
less threatening ‘mourning’ might allow for the sometimes more controversial ‘action’. 
Our inability to co-ordinate a widely-dispersed national effort initially seemed a 




Visual AIDS continued to recognize the importance of the press for Day Without Art. A 
strong publicity campaign would be needed in order for the diverse activities of museums across 
the country to be understood as a collective action, and for that action to be contextualized in a 
political movement. The call for participation underlined this, noting that “involving public 
figures and attracting media attention are, of course, highly desirable.” Visual AIDS, for its part, 
would publish a poster listing all participants, supply a project logo and designs for t-shirts and 
banners, and “coordinate a national publicity campaign including print and electronic media.” At 
this point in the planning, Barbara Goldner, a publicist at the Public Art Fund, had joined the 
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group and was spearheading the national press strategy, and a visual identity for the project had 
been developed by Takaaki Matsumoto, a graphic designer Yenawine knew from his work at 
MoMA.131 The logo Matsumoto designed (fig. 14) spells out “VISUAL AIDS” in shattered 
black lettering, recalling the devastating effects of AIDS on the art world and the group’s own 
membership. 
As Visual AIDS formalized Day Without Art into a public-facing project, the group 
leveraged the institutional resources it was connected to. As early as January 1989, Yenawine 
began hosting Visual AIDS meetings in the Trustee Room at MoMA, lending an air of 
legitimacy and significance to what was an essentially unfunded, barebones volunteer effort. He 
recounts: 
During the early years of Visual AIDS, MoMA was an essential base of operation mostly 
in terms of meeting space. I was able to book the trustee’s room, late in the afternoon 
when MoMA meetings had ended for the day. We had a lot of gatherings there. It gave us 
a backbone to be able to use the space because it gave the effort the cache of MoMA 
support. It was really important for everything that went on. 132 
 
Yenawine also noted that Visual AIDS’ use of the trustee room was not necessarily sanctioned 
by Richard Oldenburg, the museum’s director. Because of his senior position, Yenawine was 
able to navigate the museum and its resources, at times circumventing official practices and 
regulations. 
By July 1989, Visual AIDS was armed with a logo, letterhead, and a well-designed call 
for participation (fig. 15), and its members began spreading the word about Day Without Art. 
Outreach was undertaken in a decentralized manner, with committee members calling everyone 
they knew, and faxing the call for participation widely. Yenawine presented about the project at 
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the annual meeting of the American Association of Museums (AAM), and the call for 
participation was forwarded on to the AAM’s mailing list.133 Jerry Saltz and Ann Philbin, then 
director of the Drawing Center, extended outreach to commercial galleries. Patrick Moore, the 
publicity director of the Kitchen, reached out to the performance world, expanding the project 
beyond the visual arts. Patrick O’Connell, a former director of Hallwalls Contemporary Arts 
Center in Buffalo, New York, began logging participation in a computer database. 
The response was overwhelming. “We have been waiting for something to do,” Perreault 
recalls one curator telling him. “Now we have an excuse.”134 “People were so grateful for the 
opportunity to do something,” Yenawine remembers. Not everyone committed to ending the 
epidemic was drawn to ACT UP’s militancy or willing to commit hours upon hours to collective 
decision-making. “Visual AIDS was about enlarging the field of people who could show they 
were concerned; we gave them ways to show their support.”135  
Institutions were asked to send information about how they would participate to Visual 
AIDS by September 15, so they could be listed in the project’s poster; about four hundred did so 
before the print deadline. Emphasizing the day’s somber tone, the poster was almost entirely 
black, except for an enlarged version of the Visual AIDS logo and the names of the hundreds of 
participating art institutions at the bottom of the poster in dense columns and fine print (fig. 16). 
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The visual effect echoed the black shrouds that came to characterize the day, and in some cases 




Day Without Art garnered substantial media attention, putting AIDS back in the 
headlines of hundreds of newspapers across the country. In a recap of the day, Atkins reported 
that television coverage was generous on both network television and cable. The Guggenheim’s 
shroud was featured on CNN, and the day was dubbed “the biggest AIDS event ever.”136 Arts 
journals and gay newspapers participated by printing the project’s poster in ad space, or by 
omitting images entirely, extending the gesture of shrouding to the printed page.  
In total, some 600 museums, galleries, and art institutions were estimated to have 
participated, but reports kept pouring in after December 1, with the final tally resting around 800. 
The level of political commitment varied widely across these institutions, but Visual AIDS, 
having coordinated a national publicity effort for the project, was uniquely situated to speak to 
the press about what Day Without Art meant, underlining AIDS as a serious problem that 
required urgent action while mourning the immense losses of the epidemic. In many newspapers, 
O’Connell, Sokolowski, and Yenawine narrated the project’s aims and intentions, speaking on 
behalf of all of the participating museums. As a result, Atkins wrote, 
AIDS-as-spectacle [did not] dominate the copious and supportive press coverage of the 
day at a time when AIDS seemed to be slipping, once again, from the media front burner. 
Interestingly, we found that cultural reporters were much better targets for the AIDS 
information and rationales for the day than their science- and news-reporter 
counterparts.137 
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In Covering the Plague, a 1989 study of the news media’s coverage of AIDS, journalist James 
Kinsella reported that, “editors who gave reasons for not covering the AIDS story most often 
stated that news about homosexuals would not interest the great majority of ‘family newspaper’ 
readers.” Kinsella went on to observe, “every surge of AIDS coverage… came when the disease 
seemed to move closer to individual newsmakers or to the people journalists perceive as their 
audience.” Furthermore, “the whole AIDS story suffered from lack of graphic interest. There 
were only so many shots, or so it seemed, that could be used to illustrate AIDS.”138  Day 
Without Art offered a different type of AIDS news story, using the impactful visual of shrouded 
artwork and the prestige and respectability of major museums to associate the AIDS epidemic 
with cultural significance and political urgency. 
The context that Visual AIDS produced for Day Without Art became so prominent that 
some institutions were forced to confront it. Sokolowski recalls that John Lane, the director of 
SFMoMA who responded to Yenawine’s initial invitation with an outright “no,” later phoned 
back to say that he would participate, and to ask if it was not too late for the museum’s name to 
be added to the poster (he wasn’t).139 In Orlando, one journalist went so far as to call out the 
non-participation of the Orlando Museum of Art several days before December 1. After listing a 
dozen institutions in Florida who were participating, and citing the actions of various New York 
museums, Chuck Twardy quoted the director of the Orlando Museum of Art, who stated: 
AIDS does not just affect the arts community. It can affect anyone, as can cancer and 
other deadly diseases. The Orlando Museum of Art is not immune from the effects of any 
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dreaded disease that affects the general population. However, we cannot let those 
diseases dictate our programming or accessibility to the public.140 
 
On December 2, Twardy followed up to report that about 40 people had picketed the museum for 
its non-participation, carrying empty picture frames to symbolize the loss of artists who have 
died of AIDS.141 In the Los Angeles Times, Shauna Snow similarly named several institutions 
who were not participating in the LA area, noting that most museums said that they were 
unaware of the project until she had contacted them. 
“I guess we weren’t on the mailing list,” said a spokeswoman for the Norton Simon. “But 
it’s our policy that we don’t participate in anything like that, so I’d be surprised if we 
were. But no, we weren’t even aware of (‘A Day Without Art’).” 
 
While this may very well have been the case given Visual AIDS’ ad-hoc outreach effort, Snow 
notes that nearby institutions such as the Getty Museum had long been aware of the plan for Day 
Without Art: 
“There was a lot of staff sentiment that we should do something. We wanted to make a 
serious statement, and one that had a special connection to us,” said Deborah Gribbon, 
the Getty’s associate director of curatorial affairs. Gribbon noted that although the 
museum had not participated in such a highly political issue before, it had never before 
been approached about a comparable issue so deeply affecting the arts community. 
 
The Getty chose to honor Sam Wagstaff Jr., a preeminent collector of photography and a patron 
and mentor to Robert Mapplethorpe, who had died of AIDS-related complications in 1987. The 
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museum’s photography exhibition was darkened and a display was installed to commemorate 
Wagstaff.  
Reflecting on the project’s unexpected influence, Atkins wrote, “it’s difficult to imagine 
another situation in which middle-class arts professionals might be forced to defend their 
decision to remain uninvolved in AIDS struggles.”142 Philbin similarly reflected, “you had to fall 
on this line, one side or the other, because it was too big and too noticeable to pretend like it 
wasn’t happening.”143  
By carefully calibrating Day Without Art’s message to include both mourning and action, 
and by allowing institutions to determine their mode of participation, Visual AIDS succeeded in 
creating a participatory project with enormous influence and visibility. Using its associations 
with major museums, and employing the trappings of institutionality—letterhead, a well-
designed visual identity, and media savvy—Visual AIDS developed Day Without Art into an 
unavoidable prompt for many institutions: take action or risk appearing out of touch. 
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Chapter 3: Working from within 
During a panel discussion organized for the second Day Without Art in 1990, Douglas 
Crimp outlined a critique of Day Without Art, finding little meaning behind the day:  
what A Day without Art represents, in its very name, is that the art world is willing in 
various ways to participate in the struggle against AIDS for one day each year. If art 
institutions were to recognize what I call a vastly expanded view of culture in relation to 
the crisis, it seems obvious that they would consider 364 more days a year during which 
they might act as if they knew a crisis existed. If, for example, an art museum is willing 
to display AIDS information on A Day without Art, why not display that information 
every day of the year?144 
 
Building on his broader critique of art institutions and restricted conceptions of art, Crimp 
questioned the museum as a site for activism. He suggested that the institutional gesture of 
acknowledging AIDS for one day was essentially meaningless, because museums were already 
speaking about AIDS every day—through their silence. Crimp went on to question the 
significance of individual gestures taken by participating museums: 
Last year, the Metropolitan Museum’s participation in A Day without Art involved 
removing for the day Picasso’s famous portrait of Gertrude Stein, a gesture that seemed 
particularly obscure to many people. If we were to ask the museum to remove that picture 
until the end of the AIDS crisis, what do you suppose their response would be? 
Something, I suppose, on the order of “What purpose would such deprivation serve?” 
And our answer would have to be: “The same purpose as removing it for one day, only 
with a permanence more commensurate with the losses that we are actually 
experiencing.” My real problem with the Met’s gesture, which is being repeated this year 
with other paintings, is that it is meaningless, or if not meaningless, then meaningful only 
in ways that art institutions understand representation generally—that is, as hermetic, 
necessary to interpret.145 
 
Again, Crimp questioned the brevity of Day Without Art, suggesting that its emphasis on a 
single day of action was grossly disproportionate to the scale and temporality of the epidemic. 
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He also raised the issue of interpretation, arguing that the Met’s gesture was opaque in meaning. 
For Crimp, such a coded and symbolic action had little external or public meaning, especially 
when placed in contrast to the direct action and public demonstrations of ACT UP. For Day 
Without Art to have had real value, in Crimp’s opinion, it would have to have produced deep and 
long-lasting changes to the way that art institutions understand themselves to function in terms of 
representational politics.  
In responding to Crimp’s critiques, this chapter approaches Day Without Art from the 
perspective of participating institutions, seeking to address a number of questions: What 
motivated art museums to participate? What internal conversations and debates took place 
around participation? What did this participation mean or do for the museum, its staff, and for 
broader audiences? Instead of positing institutions as unified entities, I center the role of 
individuals working within institutions, taking the Museum of Modern Art as a case study. 
Drawing on the personal archives of Philip Yenawine, I consider the meaningfulness of Day 
Without Art from the perspective of museum staff, accounting for months of internal 
negotiations and dialogues between staff and museum leadership. In response to Crimp’s 
dissatisfaction with the project’s brevity, I demonstrate that Day Without Art entailed much more 
than one day of activity for participating institutions. On an internal level, Day Without Art 
created an opportunity to shift power dynamics within institutions, and to organize new, 
politically-minded networks among and between institutions, contributing to a widespread shift 
in the way that museums and their staff understand their social responsibilities.  
Such networks became increasingly significant as the conservative right’s campaign 
against the National Endowment for the Arts and “obscene” art sent a chilling effect through the 
art world, leading to cancelled exhibitions and lawsuits against museum directors. Focusing on 
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the writing of David Wojnarowicz and a controversy at Artists Space that unfolded weeks before 
December 1, I illustrate how Day Without Art allowed arts professionals like Yenawine to 
leverage the prestige of art institutions to legitimize art about AIDS in the face of the culture 
wars. 
 
AIDS at the Museum of Modern Art 
 
MoMA provides an apt point of reference for Visual AIDS’s antecedents, such as the Art 
Workers Coalition in the late 1960s and early 70s. While the AWC sought to reform all 
museums, their efforts began at MoMA, which they recognized as New York’s preeminent 
museum. They took issue with what they saw as the museum’s disregard for contemporary 
practitioners as it became increasingly focused on collecting “masterworks” of the early-
twentieth century. MoMA’s prominence continued through to the 1980s, and for its fiftieth 
anniversary in 1984, the museum underwent a significant expansion, doubling its gallery space 
and adding a residential tower to generate additional income.146  
By 1989, MoMA had already been the site of two AIDS-related protests. Early in 1988, 
Deborah Wye curated an exhibition of political posters called Committed to Print, underlining 
the vitality of politically engaged art “in an era in which the concept of ‘art for art’s sake’ has 
played such a prominent role.”147 The subject of AIDS, however, was glaringly absent, despite 
the inclusion of a large number of works from the 1980s in the exhibition. ACT UP members 
demonstrated at the museum, circulating pamphlets that declared: 
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By ignoring the epidemic, MoMA panders to the ignorance and indifference that prolong 
the suffering [of people with AIDS] needlessly… Cultural blindness is the accomplice of 
societal indifference. We challenge the cultural workers at MoMA and the viewers of 
‘Committed to Print’ to take political activism off the museum walls and into the realm of 
everyday life.148 
 
Months later, MoMA addressed the epidemic for the first time through the photographs by 
Nicholas Nixon. One gallery of Nixon’s solo exhibition was devoted to his People with AIDS 
series, which tragically depicted the deteriorating conditions of several people living with AIDS 
over the final months of their lives. Like Solomon’s portraits of people with AIDS, Nixon’s 
photographs were received as sensationalizing the epidemic. In response, members of ACT UP 
staged another demonstration, criticizing Nixon’s work for perpetuating stereotypical 
representations of people with AIDS as passive, bedridden, and helpless. They distributed 
pamphlets reading “NO MORE PICTURES WITHOUT CONTEXT” and held up their own 
portraits of people with AIDS, depicting lively, active figures engaging in activism.149 
These episodes brought debates about the role of museums in the AIDS epidemic directly 
to MoMA at the same time that Visual AIDS was beginning to develop the idea for Day Without 
Art. Uniquely located within and across museums, Visual AIDS offered museum workers new 
ways to influence their institutions and to leverage the prestige and legitimacy of the art world 
against AIDS. As the Director of Education at MoMA, Yenawine was able to negotiate the 
museum’s participation in Day Without Art while also using the museum’s resources to support 
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Visual AIDS and artists such as Wojnarowicz who were affected by the conservative backlash to 
the AIDS crisis. 
My analysis centers on Yenawine’s role as an individual within MoMA, examining how 
his actions might shift perceptions of where power lies within institutions. While my focus on an 
individual runs the risk of presenting Yenawine as the singular hero behind Day Without Art, I  
do so to emphasize that institutional participation was often the result of an individual or a small 
group of staff members working to convince leadership that was often begrudging and 
ambivalent even as it acquiesced.150 As Yenawine recalls, “it was somebody putting their job 
and integrity on the line, saying ‘this has to happen’.”151 
 
Mobilizing the Modern 
 
Yenawine’s efforts to enlist the participation of the Museum of Modern Art began with a 
memo in January 1989 to Riva Castleman, the Deputy Director of Curatorial Affairs, copied to 
three other curators—Linda Shearer, Kirk Varnedoe, and Deborah Wye—and James Gara, the 
museum’s finance officer.152 The memo eventually made its way to the director’s desk as well, 
but Yenawine recalls that the proposal had little traction with Richard Oldenburg. Nevertheless, 
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he continued to discuss the idea with colleagues throughout the museum, intending to persuade 
Oldenburg with a broad show of support from the staff. 
Yenawine’s relationship with Oldenburg was already tenuous when he began advocating 
for the museum’s participation in Day Without Art. His work in the Education Department, 
which strove to take seriously the museum’s role as a public entity, was often at odds with 
Oldenburg’s priorities as director. Yenawine recalls that the situation was not helped by 
Oldenburg’s reluctance to discuss sexuality. Though Yenawine and many others at the museum 
were open about their sexuality, Oldenburg had always endeavored to avoid the subject.153 
Writing about the homophobia of the art world at the time, critic John Loughery suggested this 
dynamic was at the core of the AIDS epidemic: 
Those interested in the arts have always been cognizant of the large number of gays 
among those people who make art, and have agreed to be “civilized” (i.e., quiet and 
polite) about the subject. In the age of AIDS, gay artists aren’t likely to find this let’s-
just-not-talk-about-it approach tenable any longer. In fact, it’s part of the reason for the 
calamity we’re living through.154 
 
In insisting that the museum address the AIDS epidemic, Yenawine was asking Oldenburg to 
acknowledge the impact of the crisis within the museum itself, on his own staff, and among the 
art world at large. 
Linda Shearer, one of the recipients of Yenawine’s initial memo, was a curator in the 
museum’s Painting and Sculpture department and also oversaw the museum’s Projects series at 
the time, which presented work by younger and lesser-known contemporary artists. Projects was 
initiated in 1971 in part as a response to external pressure from the Art Workers Coalition, who 
demanded that the museum respond to contemporary political concerns and show more work by 
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women and artists of color. After the museum’s 1983 expansion, a ground-floor gallery was 
dedicated to Projects, which, according to the museum, became a testing ground for artists and 
curators alike to experiment outside of the more conservative story of modernism presented by 
the museum’s permanent collection.155  
Shortly after sending his initial memo, Yenawine brought the proposal for Day Without 
Art to the Projects committee, hoping it might find more traction within the permissive ethos of 
the series. He later reported that among the Projects committee “there was consensus that a 
strong statement—i.e. closing for a day—would appropriately dramatize the urgency and 
severity of AIDS.”156 A number of curators subsequently formed an ad-hoc committee to further 
discuss how the museum could participate. The group included Castleman, Varnedoe, Wye, and 
Gara, whom Yenawine had initially written to, as well as Kynaston McShine (Painting and 
Sculpture), Barbara London (Video), Susan Jackson (Visitor Services), Steve Harvey (Film), and 
Ethel Shein (Oldenburg’s executive assistant), among others. 
Emboldened by this support among curatorial departments, Yenawine wrote a strongly 
worded memo to Oldenburg to request a meeting about the matter in March, copying a number 
of colleagues.157 Hoping to impart the urgency of the situation, he attached an article from the 
New York Times that highlighted the impact of the AIDS epidemic on the arts community, both 
in terms of the number of artists who had been lost but also the range of artwork that was being 
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produced in response to the crisis.158 He also attached an open letter from Frank Hodsoll, 
chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts, addressing employment discrimination 
against people with AIDS and asking “everyone in the arts community to join the fight against 
AIDS.” The NEA letter stressed the importance of spreading information about the epidemic, 
encouraging institutions to include information about transmission and prevention “as a curtain 
speech, a special exhibit, an insert in a theater playbill or museum catalog.” Though the letter 
imparted urgency, it did not draw attention to the epidemic as a political crisis. Its suggested 
message was “very simple: just a statement that AIDS is a problem we all have to be concerned 
about, and that you can’t get it by ordinary, nonsexual contact with people in the home, at the 
workplace, or at social gatherings.”159 
Along with this external pressure, Yenawine’s memo reminded Oldenberg of the 
museum’s own history of taking action on matters concerning the life and death of artists: 
AIDS is a threat to the art world no less than Nazi persecution was. MoMA took an 
institutional stand in the 1930s and ‘40s to save artists’ lives and freedom-to-work by 
sponsoring their emigration. AIDS seems similarly life threatening; there is too little 
recognition of the immensity of the problem. 
 
Leveraging a moment from the museum’s history in which the museum’s director, Alfred Barr, 
Jr., chose to utilize the institution’s resources and reputation to intervene in politics, Yenawine 
went on to frame Day Without Art as an opportunity for MoMA to “exhibit leadership” in the 
museum field: 
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It is my opinion that the prestige of the Museum could have a major impact on awareness 
if we exhibit leadership in the campaign for more support, and do so with attendant 
explanation.  
 
Yenawine played into Oldenburg’s ambitions, suggesting that MoMA could distinguish itself 
among other art museums by taking a leading role in Day Without Art. To close, Yenawine cited 
support among the curatorial staff for a dramatic gesture such as closing for a day:  
To paraphrase someone’s comment, “People might begin to get the magnitude of the 
problem if everywhere they went on December 1 there was no art.” I point this out 
without expecting that closing will, in fact, become a possibility, but only to say that 
many of us feel keenly enough about the matter to push for some strong statement on 
behalf of our colleagues and friends who are dying before their work is done. 160 
 
Here again Yenawine’s pragmatism is apparent. From the beginning, he understood that closing 
the museum would be practically impossible, but he nonetheless wielded the call for moratorium 
as leverage in order to negotiate for some other form of participation.  
By Yenawine’s account, Oldenburg, with some reluctance, asked the ad-hoc committee 
that had formed to develop a more detailed proposal for the museum’s involvement in Day 
Without Art. In early August, the committee submitted a list of ideas to Oldenburg, including (1) 
donation of pay-what-you-wish admissions from Thursday, November 30 to AIDS service 
organizations; (2) distribution of information discussing MoMA’s involvement and ways people 
can help fight AIDS; (3) “a short public memorial service with a prominent spokesperson” and 
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the reading of a list of artists who have been lost; (4) an installation, banner, or other artworks 
exhibited in the museum lobby; and/or (5) a free concert or reading.161  
  As Yenawine expected, the prospect of closing the museum was off the table. His early 
involvement of James Gara, the finance officer, illustrates his awareness of the pragmatic and 
financial hurdles that closing would entail. Nonetheless, the group pursued the possibility of 
donating admission from the museum’s pay-what-you-wish day and Yenawine’s records contain 
notes about potential donors who might match any donated proceeds, as well as organizations 
who might receive the funds. Ultimately, no funds were donated, and a number of letters 
exchanged between Gara, Yenawine, and Beverly Wolff, the museum’s in-house counsel, 
illustrate the bureaucratic obstacles that prevented that from happening.162 
 In early October, another memo from Yenawine suggests that Oldenburg was still not 
convinced that the museum should fully commit its resources to Day Without Art. Yenawine 
	
161 Philip Yenawine and Susan Jackson to Richard Oldenburg, “Re: ‘A Day Without Art’ Events / MOMA,” August 
8, 1989, Philip Yenawine Papers, Visual AIDS. 
 
162 The documents in Yenawine’s archive provide an incomplete picture of the discussion around donating funds. In 
September, Susan Jackson wrote to James Gara to ask for an estimate on the potential loss of revenue if all 
admissions were donated to an AIDS organization. By the end of October, Yenawine was pushing to get the 
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York City. Despite this correspondence, there is no mention of donated admissions in any of the press releases or 
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Morgan, Associate Director of Membership confirms that the effort to donate funds was quashed by bureaucracy. 
The note was attached to a programming calendar from the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, which 
advertised that MOCA would be free on December 1 and encouraged visitors to donate to AIDS Project Los 
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again sought to leverage external pressure, this time from other major New York art museums 
that had expressed an intent to participate:  
The Metropolitan: taking down a major Matisse (the frontispiece of the 20th Century 
collection) and replacing it with a plaque explaining that it is symbolic of losses of art 
due to AIDS. 
 
The Guggenheim: Flying a black banner in front of the Museum . (They are closed for 
installation). 
 
The Brooklyn Museum: Installing a major new work by Felix Gonzalez-Torres in their 
main lobby. 
 
The New Museum: (also closed for installation). Draping as much of the front of the 
Museum as they can afford with black fabric. 
 
The Jewish Museum: Doing a special Jewish memorial service. (They are always closed 
on Fridays.) 
 
The Queens Museum: Presenting a lecture in conjunction with the exhibition of an AIDS 
painting series by Luis Cruz Azaceta. 
 
The Studio Museum in Harlem: Holding a reading and performance by other countries 
[sic] (a Black Gay Men’s writers organization); donating a day’s admissions to AIDS 
causes. 
 
Many other museums across the country are participating in various ways: installations, 
performances, readings, films, concerts, memorials, etc. The total number of committed 
participants as of now is 375 (galleries and alternative spaces included).163 
 
In the context of the widespread participation of other New York institutions, Yenawine’s memo 
suggests that MoMA’s inaction would run the risk of characterizing the museum retrograde or 
out of touch, particularly at a moment when social engagement garnered cache in the art world. 
On the other hand, as Yenawine’s March letter had insinuated, MoMA’s participation could be 
an opportunity for the museum to “exhibit leadership” and stand out among other participants 
with a strong response to the epidemic. 
	
163 Philip Yenawine to Richard Oldenburg, “Re: A Day Without Art Plans Other New York Museums,” October 5, 
1989, Philip Yenawine Papers, Visual AIDS. 
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 Yenawine understood well the power of “peer pressure” on museum leadership, perhaps 
from his own tenure as director of the Aspen Art Museum. Even as he continued to work to 
persuade Oldenburg, Yenawine was signaling to colleagues at other museums that MoMA would 
participate. Through his letterhead alone, Yenawine was able to associate the prestige of MoMA 
with Visual AIDS endeavor, helping to legitimize Day Without Art as a serious undertaking. The 
museum’s name began appearing on Visual AIDS’ lists of participating institutions as early as 
June 1989, far before Oldenburg had approved anything. Yenawine also invoked MoMA’s 
participation in a June 19 letter regarding a proposal for posters by Gran Fury to be displayed on 
New York City buses. Cee Brown, a fellow Visual AIDS member and Executive Director of 
Creative Time, had asked Yenawine to help him convince AMNI America, an advertising 
contractor, to green light the project despite their concern that it would spark controversy. 
Leveraging MoMA’s prestige, Yenawine wrote that the museum would “participate [in Day 
Without Art] in a variety of ways including a candlelight service” and that “most other New 
York institutions will also participate,” suggesting that the bus posters could be timed to coincide 
with this greater context, in which the bus posters would be just one of many public projects 
addressing AIDS.164 
At MoMA, Yenawine’s pressure campaign was effective—a week after sending his 
summary of other museums’ activities, he wrote to the members of MoMA’s ad-hoc Day 
Without Art committee to announce that Oldenburg had given approval for the museum to host a 
	
164 After Brown carbon copied Yenawine on his initial letter to AMNI, Yenawine drafted this letter and shared it 
with Brown for approval, but there is no record that it was ever sent. Creative Time was eventually successful in 
placing the ads on New York City buses in the fall of 1989. Philip Yenawine to Thomas J. Dehler, “Draft,” June 19, 
1989, Philip Yenawine Papers, Visual AIDS; Edward Ball, “Publicists to the Epidemic,” New York Magazine, 
January 8, 1990. 
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public event in observance of Day Without Art.165 With less than two months to go before 
December 1, discussion of exhibiting AIDS-related artwork in the museum’s lobby had fallen 
out of the conversation. The consensus was to move forward with a public memorial service on 
Thursday, November 30. In retelling the sequence of events that led to the memorial, Yenawine 
has highlighted the role of Agnes Gund, a member of the museum’s board of trustees well 
known for her generous philanthropy: 
[Agnes Gund] somehow heard about the idea [for the memorial]—I didn’t propose it to 
her—and she asked, “How much is it going to cost?’ I think the amount was around 
$7,000 and she wrote a check to the museum to cover it. That infuriated Oldenburg… her 
support legitimized it. The credibility that her gift gave to the event both got to him and 
enabled us to… do what I proposed. We moved the event from the auditorium to the 
Garden Hall. I think Dick would’ve liked it to be small and inconsequential.166 
 
Gund’s support, coupled with the backing of curators throughout the museum and the broad 
participation of other New York art institutions, put Oldenburg in a position where he could 
hardly say no. 
After the memorial was confirmed in early October, Mary Lea Bandy, the director of the 
Film Department, wrote to Oldenburg with another suggestion. HBO had approached her about a 
newly produced documentary about the NAMES Memorial Quilt called Common Threads that 
they hoped to premiere at the museum. In consultation with Yenawine, Bandy suggested to 
Oldenburg that the museum premiere the documentary during the day on December 1, as a 
follow up to the previous night’s memorial service. This seems to have been an easier sell for 
Oldenburg, perhaps because it was more in line with the Film Department’s regular 
	
165 Philip Yenawine to Jennifer Carlson et al., “‘A Day Without Art’ Events / MOMA Participation,” October 11, 
1989, Philip Yenawine Papers, Visual AIDS. 
 
166 Yenawine, interview, July 9, 2019. 
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programming and would not entail further expenses—HBO had also offered to underwrite the 
event, sidestepping any financial concerns. 
Planning for the memorial and the screening began with haste in mid-October, just over a 
month before December 1. The memorial was given a name, “In Memoriam: A Gathering of 
Hope,” and musical performances by Gretchen Langheld and House Afire, Blue Gene Tyranny, 
and Sons and Daughters were quickly arranged. Hoping to generate publicity, Yenawine wrote to 
a list of celebrities, including Richard Gere, Robin Williams, Susan Sarandon, and Leonard 
Bernstein, asking each to lend their name to the cause by speaking or simply attending the event: 
In addition to commemorating the incalculable losses to the arts and contemporary 
culture because of illness and death by AIDS, the Museum is wanting to use its prestige 
and respectability to ask for more attention and assistance from the press, funding 
agencies, government, and other areas. Your presence would contribute greatly to 
reaching this goal.167 
 
Gere, Williams, and Sarandon declined, but Leonard Bernstein agreed to participate at the last 
minute, performing a new composition titled “In Memoriam.” The actress Jane Smith, widow of 
sculptor Tony Smith and mother to Kiki Smith, was also enlisted to speak—her daughter Bebe 
Smith had died of AIDS-related complications a year prior. Just a day or two before the 
memorial took place, the outspoken East Village artist David Wojnarowicz was also enlisted for 
the event, a surprising addition to the celebrity lineup given his role in catalyzing a major 
controversy with the NEA and Artists Space just days earlier. 
More celebrity firepower was recruited for the premiere of Common Threads, namely 
Elizabeth Taylor, who had become an outspoken advocate for AIDS research at that point, and 
was serving on the board of AmFAR. She was invited to host a daytime press conference ahead 
	
167 Philip Yenawine to Robin Williams, November 10, 1989, Philip Yenawine Papers, Visual AIDS. Mike Nichols, 
Liza Minnelli, Barbara Streisand, Brooke Shields, Jeremy Irons, Susan Sarandon, and Sigourney Weaver were also 
on list of potential celebrity guests brainstorm list. 
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of the documentary’s premiere on December 1, speaking alongside Yenawine about Day 
Without Art and the urgency of the AIDS crisis. 
 On November 30, hundreds of people crowded the three levels surrounding the atrium of 
the Garden Hall as Bernstein and others offered musical tributes to those lost. Yenawine offered 
brief opening remarks and Jane Smith read a statement that he had been prepared for her: 
Day Without Art is a nationwide action among arts organizations to call attention to our 
losses because of AIDS. The name is intended as a metaphor representing the destructive 
potential of the disease, focusing on the loss of individuals in the arts. 
 
She went on to encourage those present to use their grief as an impetus for further action, briefly 
addressing political aspects of the epidemic: 
A Day Without Art gives us the opportunity to express outrage, frustration and anguish, 
attempting to move through such expressions of grief to new understandings. We must 
learn to maintain appreciation of human vitality and the value of life while looking 
squarely at the problems—racial, economic, sexual and drug-related—which we all must 
work to address and resolve.168 
 
After a musical performance by the avant-garde composer and pianist Blue Gene Tyranny, 
Wojnarowicz read a short excerpt from his essay “Postcards from America: X-rays from Hell” 
(fig. 20):  
To turn our private grief at the loss of friends, family, lovers and strangers into something 
public would serve as another powerful dismantling tool. It would dispel the notion that 
this virus has a sexual orientation or the notion that the government and medical 
community has done very much to ease the spread or advancement of this disease.  
 
There is a tendency for people affected by this epidemic to police each other or prescribe 
what the most important gestures for dealing with this experience of loss would be… 
Bottom line, even a tiny charcoal scratching done as a gesture to mark a person’s 
response to this epidemic means whole worlds to me if it is hung in public; bottom line, 
each and every gesture carries a reverberation that is meaningful in its diversity; bottom 
	
168 “Remarks Delivered by Jane Smith, ‘A Day Without Art,’ The Museum of Modern Art,” November 30, 1989, 
Philip Yenawine Papers, Visual AIDS. Emphasis in source. 
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line, we have to find our own forms of gesture and communication—you can never 
depend on the mass media to reflect us or our needs or our states of mind; bottom line, 
with enough gestures we can deafen the satellites and lift the curtains surrounding the 
control room.169 
 
Wojnarowicz’s statements underlined the political potential of public displays of grief in 
response to AIDS, resonating strongly with Visual AIDS’ approach to Day Without Art. He 
emphasized the importance of public gestures as a corrective to mass media, even if such 
gestures seem to be insignificant in scale. Through a diversity of public responses, Wojnarowicz 
suggested, the conversation about AIDS could be shifted significantly. In line with 
Wojnarowicz’s call for public visibility above all else, Yenawine noted in his opening remarks 
that the museum “invited the press to be with us and to take the message and the energy of this 
evening to others.”170 
In her study of the role of affect in AIDS activism, Deborah Gould uses the concept of 
emotives to discuss the role of grief in public mourning rituals. The term refers to speech acts 
like “I’m angry” that name affective states, making “legible and verbal what was previously 
nonverbal and unable to be directly observed by anyone.”171 Wojnarowicz’s reading, and Day 
Without Art itself, can be thought of as an emotive, making public and visible the widespread—
yet often private—sense of grief and sorrow brought on by the epidemic. Day Without Art not 
	
169 An audio recording of Wojnarowicz’s reading has recently been made available on MoMA’s website. “1989, A 
Day Without Art,” The Museum of Modern Art, 2019, https://www.moma.org/interactives/moma_through_time/. 
 
170 Handwritten remarks by Philip Yenawine, November 1989, Philip Yenawine Papers, Visual AIDS. 
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only articulated this grief, it legitimized it by speaking through art museums, leveraging their 
prestige and respectability to garner public attention and media coverage.  
 
Witnesses: Against Our Vanishing 
 
Two weeks before MoMA’s Day Without Art memorial, Wojnarowicz’s essay 
“Postcards From America: X-Rays From Hell” sparked a national controversy at Artists Space, a 
downtown alternative space. The essay was included in the catalog for Witnesses: Against Our 
Vanishing, an exhibition curated by Nan Goldin that focused on the impact of AIDS in New 
York’s downtown scene. (Wojnarowicz’s artwork was also included in the exhibition.) The 
project had been organized to coincide with Day Without Art and was funded in part by a 
$10,000 grant from the National Endowment of the Arts, which had recently come under attack 
from the religious right. 
Starting in May 1989, Republican senators Alfonse D’Amato and Jesse Helms began to 
campaign against federal support for what they called “obscene” art, initially focusing on the 
work of Andres Serrano and later, Robert Mapplethorpe. These attacks, well publicized in the 
media, were deeply effective—a retrospective of Mapplethorpe’s photographs was cancelled at 
the Corcoran Gallery in Washington, D.C., and an amendment was passed to place content 
restrictions on NEA grants.172  
Susan Wyatt, the director of Artists Space, first read Wojnarowicz’s essay in a galley of 
the Witnesses catalog a week after the Helms Amendment was passed.173 The essay detailed his 
	
172 The Helms Amendment was passed on October 7, 1989, but only applied to grants awarded after October 1, 
1989. Artists Space’s grant had been awarded on July 13, 1989, and was thus exempt from this legislation. As the 
following pages illustrate, this technicality had little bearing on the controversy that developed around Witnesses. 
For a detailed look at this sequence of events, see Junge, Art about AIDS, 128–44. 
 
173 Susan Wyatt, the director of Artists Space, was also a member of Visual AIDS. 
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fear, anger, and indignation about the government’s indifference to the mounting death toll of the 
epidemic. “When I was told that I’d contracted this virus,” he wrote, “it didn’t take me long to 
realize that I’d contracted a diseased society as well.” Wojnarowicz went on to call out Cardinal 
O’Connor of the Catholic Church, who was fighting against the dissemination of condoms and 
safe sex information in New York, as well as Jesse Helms. “I can, in the privacy of my own 
skull, douse Helms with a bucket of gasoline and set his putrid ass on fire or throw rep. William 
Dannemeyer off the empire state building [sic].”174  
Wyatt was concerned that Wojnarowicz’s essay could become fodder for the religious 
right’s war against the NEA, and decided to contact the endowment directly.175 She offered to 
restructure the exhibition’s budget in order to separate expenses for the catalog from the rest of 
the exhibition, so that the NEA could distance itself from Wojnarowicz’s text.176 When John 
Frohnmayer, the newly appointed chairman of the NEA, heard about the situation, he attempted 
to rescind the grant, asking Wyatt to return the $10,000 that Artists Space had already received—
a third of the project’s total budget. Backed by her board of directors, Wyatt refused to return the 
money, sparking a weeklong media frenzy before Witnesses had even opened.  
After back-to-back controversies with Andres Serrano and Robert Mapplethorpe earlier 
in the year, the New York arts community was primed for a fight. The National Association of 
	
174 Nan Goldin, ed., Witnesses: Against Our Vanishing (New York: Artists Space, 1989), 10. Dannemeyer was an 
outspoken opponent of gay rights and backed legislation that would have mandated HIV testing and imposed a 
quarantine for people living with AIDS. In 1985, while running for a seat in the Senate, Dannemeyer argued that 
people with AIDS shouldn’t work in healthcare because they “emit a spore that has been known to cause birth 
defects.” The unfounded claim was published in the Los Angeles Times. Keith Love, “GOP Rep. Dannemeyer 
Focuses on Family, Enters Senate Race:,” Los Angeles Times, December 10, 1985. 
 
175 Letter to the editor of Art in America by Susan Wyatt, n.d., Artists Space Archive; MSS 291; Box 33, Folder 5, 
Fales Library and Special Collections, New York University Libraries. 
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Artists Organizations sent out a flash bulletin to its constituent organizations, urging members to 
write to the NEA and demand that Witnesses be funded. The Art Dealer’s Association of 
America announced that it would show its support with a $10,000 grant to Artists Space, and 
artist Robert Motherwell similarly offered to replace the funds in question.177  Bernstein, who 
had been slated to receive a National Medal of Arts for his achievements as a composer the same 
week that the exhibition opened, announced that he would refuse the award in protest of the 
NEA’s decision. In response to growing pressure and after finally previewing the show the day 
before it opened, Frohnmayer agreed to restore the grant to fund the exhibition only. 178 The 
show’s opening reception on November 16, attended by 1,500, doubled as a protest against the 
NEA’s content restrictions (fig. 19).179 The media attention and public scrutiny was so 
emotionally intense for Wojnarowicz that he avoided the exhibition’s opening, not wanting 
images of his face to be circulated in the media because he feared being attacked on the street.180 
Wojnarowicz was deeply frustrated by Wyatt’s pragmatism, criticizing her for not 
defending his writing against the NEA or taking a stand against the Helms Amendment. “Artists 
	
177 Art Dealers Association of America, Inc., “Art Dealers Association of America Makes $10,000 Grant to Artists 
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180 Cynthia Carr, Fire in the Belly: The Life and Times of David Wojnarowicz (New York: Bloomsbury USA, 2013), 
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space [sic] and its director and its board members were in a position to call the shots, but only if 
they dropped their fear of loss of funding,” he wrote in a statement to the board. “I don’t feel that 
civil or constitutional rights are a worthy trade for money.”181  
Three days after Frohnmayer reversed his decision, Visual AIDS faxed a memo to over 
five hundred organizations across the country that had confirmed their participation in Day 
Without Art. Explaining the sequence of events surrounding Witnesses and the reinstatement of 
the grant, the memo echoed Wojnarowicz’s dissatisfaction with the compromise that was 
reached: 
However, [Frohnmayer] made it clear that the money was still restricted to exclude the 
funding of the catalogue. Clearly the battle over censorship is just beginning… We urge 
you, as a participant in “A Day Without Art” to make your voice heard. On Dec. 1, please 
fax, call, or send a telegram to the NEA and to your congressional representative… If “A 
Day Without Art” is to mean anything, we must defend our rights to freedom of 
expression, especially in regard to the AIDS health crisis. Battling AIDS is also battling 
the opponents of free expression and the open exchange of information.182 
 
A Gathering of Hope 
 
 A week later, Yenawine invited Wojnarowicz to speak at the Museum of Modern Art on 
the occasion of Day Without Art. It was the first time that he had been acknowledged by the 
museum.183 Correspondence shows that it was a last-minute decision—the earliest mention of 
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Wojnarowicz’s involvement is on November 28, two days before the event. It is not clear who 
else besides Yenawine was involved in the decision to invite Wojnarowicz, but a letter from 
Yenawine to Riva Castleman a week after the event suggests that it was not an uncontroversial 
decision: 
Although our conversation about the program for “Day Without Art” provided a high 
dramatic moment in the planning of the memorial service, I am very grateful for your 
willingness to consider the David Wojnarowicz reading and your support of it. I think it 
provided essential substance and, rather than throwing the museum into controversy, it 
proved we have the guts to support artists, despite the content of the message.184 
 
Clearly there had been some resistance to Wojnarowicz’s participation, which is not hard to 
understand given the media firestorm generated by the Artists Space fiasco. While the debates 
about NEA funding would not have applied to MoMA, its reputation was on the line. This 
potential for controversy may be why Wojnarowicz’s name did not appear on either of the two 
press releases about the museum’s Day Without Art activities, including one released the day of 
the memorial, after his participation had been confirmed.  
Perhaps because little information was available in advance, MoMA’s participation is 
vaguely described as a memorial service with musical performances in most newspapers. There 
is no mention of Wojnarowicz’s involvement. Media coverage, for the most part, privileged 
photogenic gestures, like the Guggenheim’s shrouded façade, or more quizzical forms of 
participation, such as the Metropolitan Museum’s decision to remove Pablo Picasso’s portrait of 
Gertrude Stein. 
 Beyond its surface, however, MoMA’s memorial service offers an important illustration 
of the role of individuals within institutions, and demonstrates the power and solidarity that 
Visual AIDS and Day Without Art was able to marshal amidst the chilling climate of the culture 
	
184 Philip Yenawine to Riva Castleman, “Re: Day Without Art,” December 6, 1989, Philip Yenawine Papers, Visual 
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wars. Though Wojnarowicz’s participation in MoMA’s memorial went largely under the radar, 
Yenawine strategically highlighted it to key figures. When the Witnesses controversy blew up, 
Wojnarowicz was in the midst of finalizing the catalog for his upcoming retrospective at the 
University Galleries of Illinois State University. The curator, Barry Blinderman, had received a 
grant for the exhibition from the NEA and had been watching the situation at Artists Space 
closely. This was no doubt on Wojnarowicz’s mind when he wrote to Susan Wyatt at Artists 
Space after her pragmatic approach to the NEA:  
You have also sent a powerful message to institutions that they would be wise in the 
future to steer clear of writings or art that was critical of public figures or institutions. 
This will effect [sic] me personally and it will effect [sic] all people who insist on the 
right to free speech regardless of the language involved.185 
 
Wojnarowicz was committed to moving forward with the Illinois State University catalog as 
planned, which included “Postcards from America: X-rays from Hell.” He wrote a letter to the 
dean of Illinois State University stating his case and acknowledging the pressure that the 
university might be facing, again underlining his right to free speech.186 
Immediately after the November 30 memorial, Yenawine sent his own letter, addressed to 
Blinderman but no doubt intended to be shared with his supervisors: 
I am writing to let you know that David Wojnarowicz read a substantial excerpt from 
“Postcards from America: X-rays from Hell” at the Museum of Modern Art last night. 
We asked him to do this because of the unique and undeniable merit of his writing. In it, 
Wojnarowicz’s attention and passion are controlled to create prose of unavoidable power. 
 
	
185 “Statement from David Wojnarowicz to Board of Directors.” 
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Yenawine went on to compare Wojnarowicz to Jenny Holzer, whose inflammatory tone was 
respected as a formal device in her work, rather than an indication of obscenity. His letter ended 
with a clear directive: 
I believe that “Postcards from America: X-rays from Hell” is the single most significant 
writing to date on the experience of AIDS. To omit it from your exhibition and catalogue 
would be more than a mistake, it would misrepresent this important artist’s career and 
work.187 
 
In this letter, MoMA’s memorial service became an opportunity to confer the legitimacy and 
prestige of the institution onto the explicitly political work of an artist living with AIDS.  
Ultimately, the catalog for Tongues of Flame moved forward as planned, with “Postcards 
from America” and a number of other essays by Wojnarowicz. The exhibition and its catalog 
largely flew under the radar of the religious right, until a mailing from the American Family 
Association with cropped details from Wojnarowicz’s artwork prompted a number of letters to 
the university. The mailing came just after the exhibition had closed, and Blinderman reported 
that over 4,000 visitors had seen the exhibition with no complaints.188 In responding to the 
religious right in the press, and in personal letters, the dean of the university’s College of Fine 
Arts, Alvin Goldfarb, repeatedly cited MoMA’s endorsement of Wojnarowicz: 
“David Wojnarowicz is becoming a leading figure in contemporary art, according to the 
director of education at the Museum of Modern Art,” said College of Fine Arts Dean 
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Alvin Goldfarb. “While controversial, his work is gaining historical and cultural 
significance.”189 
 
It would take two more years until MoMA more fully acknowledged Wojnarowicz by acquiring 
three of his photographs and two prints.190  
 
Moving the needle 
 
 Yenawine’s correspondence makes clear that MoMA’s participation in the first Day 
Without Art was not a given. Yenawine raised the stakes of the project by building support 
among the staff and at least one trustee, while using the participation of other major New York 
museums to put pressure on Oldenburg. At the same time, Yenawine used his association with 
MoMA to bolster Visual AIDS’ profile and to demonstrate to the art world at large that Day 
Without Art had significant institutional backing. By emphasizing its high-profile affiliations, 
Visual AIDS legitimized social engagement as an appropriate form of museum practice at a time 
when many institutions were reluctant to deal with political and social issues that could 
jeopardize their funding or incite controversy. Day Without Art validated artists dealing 
explicitly with AIDS and gay sexuality, such as David Wojnarowicz, as they came under attack 
from the conservative right, and helped foster a broad institutional embrace of AIDS-related 
cultural production. According to Jim Hubbard, an AIDS activist and experimental filmmaker, 
Day Without Art generated an important institutional context for AIDS activist video, providing 
practitioners such as Gregg Bordowitz, Marlon Riggs, John Greyson, and Tom Kalin with some 
	
189 Mark Lebovitz, “Art Exhibit Draws National Attention,” Illinois State University Today 24, no. 3 (Spring 1990); 
Alvin Goldfarb to Thomas Williamson, February 16, 1990, The David Wojnarowicz Papers; MSS 092; Box 14, 
Folder 61, Fales Library and Special Collections, New York University Libraries. 
 
190 “David Wojnarowicz,” The Museum of Modern Art, accessed April 21, 2020, 
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of their first museum screenings.191 In 1993, O’Connell, who was by then the Executive Director 
of Visual AIDS, commented on this institutional sea change: 
The increase in the amount of exhibitions about AIDS that are happening now compared 
to four years ago is astounding. Four years ago the institutions were very iffy about doing 
that kind of work. They are less so now, and I think a major force in that change has been 
“Day without Art” and some of our other activities.192 
 
Yenawine’s correspondence also demonstrates how Day Without Art became an apparatus for 
arts professionals across the country to start conversations within their institutions about the 
AIDS epidemic and broader social issues. In his recap of the first Day Without Art, John 
Perreault described this aspect of the project as a form of consciousness-raising: 
In each of the 600 institutions and organizations that participated an internal as well as an 
external form of consciousness-raising took place. Curators and other artworkers took a 
stand. In most cases actions and events had to be approved by directors and, more 
importantly, by board members. That rich and powerful trustees of major art institutions 
were forced to acknowledge the gravity of the AIDS crisis bodes well for increased 
government funding, health insurance reform, and accelerated research.193 
  
Robert Atkins, reflecting in 1992 on Day Without Art’s origin, similarly noted: 
The decision of whether or not to participate in Day Without Art catalyzed dozens of 
alternatively inspirational, acrimonious, and invariably educational discussions among 
trustees of universities and museums about the roles their institutions might play in 
battling the AIDS crisis. An astonishing number of generally conservative institutions did 
decide to participate, many due to pressure from staff members.194 
 
When asked about the role of Day Without Art within a broader view of AIDS activism, 
Yenawine reflected: 
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seeking change requires concurrent different strategies to be effective. One of the jobs for 
the likes of me was to explain to people who were sympathetic to the issue, but couldn't 
understand exactly why, for example, disrupting a mass would be appropriate; how being 
rude, as it were, might be necessary to make a point. I recall a short conversation with 
Aggie Gund about why it was a necessary to interrupt mass at St Patrick’s Cathedral. She 
wasn’t connecting the dots between ACT UP’s action and the church’s unwillingness to 
address the need for safe-sex education, the use of condoms, and needle exchange, to 
express any sympathy toward those who were dying. Those of us who had institutional 
credibility became responsible for explaining to a lot of people why protests and other 
actions were necessary.195  
 
Beyond AIDS, these internal conversations contributed more broadly to a new set of social roles 
for art institutions and the individuals who work within them. This realignment of institutionality 
with social responsibility resonated with the emerging discourse of institutional critique, which 
positioned artists, critics, curators, historians, dealers, and museum visitors alike within the 
“institution of art.” In her brief history of the term “institutional critique,” Andrea Fraser argues 
that rethinking institutions requires a rethinking of responsibility:  
Every time we speak of the ‘institution’ as other than ‘us,’ we disavow our role in the 
creation and perpetuation of its conditions. … It’s not a question of being against the 
institution: We are the institution. It’s a question of what kind of institution we are, what 
kind of values we institutionalize, what forms of practice we reward, and what kinds of 
rewards we aspire to. Because the institution of art is internalized, embodied, and 
performed by individuals, these are the questions that institutional critique demands we 
ask, above all, of ourselves.196 
 
Day Without Art provided an impetus and a framework for individuals to organize within their 
institutions, bringing a sense of social responsibility into museum work. Visual AIDS reframed 
debates about the compatibility of politics and institutions by approaching museums from within, 
	
195 Yenawine, interview, July 9, 2019. 
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recognizing them as networks of individuals, rather than monolithic entities, and calling on those 





Riding on the success of Day Without Art, Visual AIDS entered 1990 with incredible 
momentum. A grant from the foundation Art Matters allowed Visual AIDS to hire Patrick 
O’Connell and Alexander Gray to work part-time to coordinate Day Without Art.197 In June 
1990, Visual AIDS received the Governor’s Art Award for Day Without Art. In his acceptance 
speech, Philip Yenawine reiterated the project’s call for action:  
Visual AIDS accepts this honor in part to assert the importance of our message, the intent 
of DAY WITHOUT ART: that we must count and mourn our losses, learn from them, 
and call with rage and love for action and change… Thank you, Governor Cuomo, but let 
us not let awards suffice. Resolution of the AIDS crisis requires many more resources, 
fast. Please act now to fight AIDS.198 
 
Hoping to further underline action, Visual AIDS encouraged arts organizations to “buddy up” 
with AIDS organizations for Day Without Art 1990, fostering year-round partnerships in cities 
where such groups were often small, underfunded, and volunteer-run.199  
 In response to growing interest from artists, the Visual AIDS Artist Caucus was formed 
in 1990, opening up what had been a group of curators, writers, and administrators to visual 
practitioners. This development significantly influenced the shape of Day Without Art in 1990 
and beyond, as Visual AIDS began producing and distributing artists projects such as Electric 
Blanket, an outdoor slideshow projection by Nan Goldin, Allen Frame, and Frank Franca, a print 
version of Group Material’s AIDS Timeline, Night Without Light, which dimmed the New York 
	
197 Fraser and Yenawine, “Talking to Art Matters,” 155. 
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Records; Box 16, Folder 1, Fales Library and Special Collections, New York University Libraries. Day Without Art 
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199 Alexander Gray, “Without Art, I’m Nothing,” Outweek, December 5, 1990. 
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skyline for several minutes on December 1, and the Red Ribbon, which has since become a 
ubiquitous icon for AIDS awareness. 
 Day Without Art grew in scale for several years, eventually topping out with some 3,000 
recorded participants in 1993. At this point, Visual AIDS’s scope expanded to include support 
services for artists living with HIV and for the estates of those who had been lost, primarily 
through artwork documentation. But as the epidemic raged on with little hope of improvement, 
killing tens of thousands of people throughout the mid-1990s, and as ACT UP chapters across 
the country folded amidst widespread activist burnout, Visual AIDS’s capacity waned as well. In 
1997, Day Without Art became Day With(out) Art, shifting to emphasize the work of artists 
living with HIV as antiretroviral treatment allowed people with access to healthcare to live 
longer. The organization continued to produce a poster for Day Without Art through 1998, but 
eventually chose to focus its resources on the year-round task of supporting HIV positive artists, 
knowing that museums would continue to mark December 1 as Day Without Art.200  
As a result, Day Without Art persisted throughout the 2000s as an atomized endeavor, 
lacking the centrally coordinated publicity campaigned that characterized its earlier years, but 
duly observed as a part of institutional practice.201 More recently, in what Alexandra Juhasz and 
Theodore Kerr have called the “AIDS crisis revisitation,” there has been a surge of interest in the 
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cultural history of AIDS during the 1980s and 90s. Juhasz and Kerr date the onset of this 
revisitation through several documentary films about the AIDS crisis released in the early 2010s: 
How to Survive a Plague (2012), United in Anger (2012), and We Were Here (2011)202. 
Responding in part to this renewed interest, Visual AIDS began distributing AIDS-related artists 
projects on a national scale again, beginning with Ira Sach’s short video Last Address in 2010 
and Jim Hodge’s Untitled in 2011. In 2014, in an effort to redirect attention from the past to the 
present, the organization commissioned six artists to create short videos about the ongoing AIDS 
epidemic.203 The next year, Visual AIDS produced a five-minute slideshow of artwork by artists 
living with HIV titled RADIANT PRESENCE. In homage to Electric Blanket, RADIANT 
PRESENCE was projected onto the facades of the Metropolitan Museum, the Guggenheim 
Museum, and the former site of St. Vincent’s Hospital in Greenwich Village.204 A text-based 
work by Kay Rosen was also projected along with the slideshow, reminding the public of the 
continued relevance of Day With(out) Art with red, boldface letters: “AIDS ON GOING, 
GOING ON” (fig. 21). Returning to video in 2016, Visual AIDS has continued commissioning 
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and distributed video programs every year since, with over 100 institutions around the world 
screening the program each year.205  
 As a preface to his 1990 critique of Day Without Art, Douglas Crimp noted, “I think it is 
dangerous to essentialize activism, to presume to know in advance what constitutes activism and 
what does not.” Taking heed of this advice, I believe that Day Without Art contributed not only 
the “vastly expanded view of culture” that Crimp called for, but also broadened roles for 
institutions and museum workers. As Chapter 1 illustrated, art museums faced a difficult 
confluence of new and historical ideas about how art and politics could come together in an 
institutional setting. Straddling both a new generation of arts professionals and an older 
generation of seasoned arts activists, Visual AIDS uniquely organized people working inside of 
institutions to address these questions while formulating a collective response to the AIDS crisis. 
In situating Day Without Art in relation to the Art Workers Coalition and Artists Call Against 
US Intervention in Central America, Chapter 2 examined a critical distinction between Visual 
AIDS and its predecessors—as a group of curators, Visual AIDS did not set out to antagonize or 
confront institutions. Instead, they sought to draw upon the resources and prestige of their 
workplaces in order to register a message on a scale that could command the attention of the 
national news media. While some critics questioned the impact of a passing gesture on behalf of 
otherwise conservative institutions, I demonstrated in Chapter 3 the considerable debate and 
dialogue that was necessary for one museum to participate. These internal conversations 
illuminate the deep influence of Day Without Art, which empowered a network of arts 
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professionals to use the prestige and respectability of their institutions to intervene on the 
representational battleground of AIDS, and contributed more broadly to an increased sense of 
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Figure 1: The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum observes Day Without Art on December 1, 






Figure 2: Installation view of Untitled: An Installation by Felix Gonzalez-Torres as part of the 
Visual AIDS Program. Brooklyn Museum of Art, December 1, 1989–January 1, 1990. Courtesy 





Figure 3: Gran Fury, Kissing Doesn’t Kill: Greed and Indifference Do, 1989. Color lithograph, 
11 ½ x 37 in. This version of the graphic was printed for a public transit advertisement; the 







Figure 4: General Idea, AIDS, 1989. 4,500 posters placed in the New York subway system, one 





Figure 5: Keith Haring mural at Art Center College of Design, Pasadena, California.  




Figure 6: Activists, volunteers, quilt contributors, and marchers gather on the National Mall for 






Figure 7: Silence = Death Project (Avram Finkelstein, Brian Howard, Oliver Johnston, Charles 
Kreloff, Chris Lione, and Jorge Soccarás), Silence = Death, 1987. Offset lithograph, 33 ½ x 22 






Figure 8: Installation view, Let the Record Show… New Museum, New York, November 20, 






Figure 9: Installation view of Rosalind Solomon, Portraits in the Time of AIDS. Bruce 
Silverstein Gallery, New York, June 6–August 2, 2013. The exhibition at the Grey was installed 






Figure 10: Rosalind Solomon, Washington DC from Portraits of People with AIDS, 1987. 





Figure 11: Rosalind Solomon, New York from Portraits of People with AIDS, 1987. Gelatin 






Figure 12: Installation view of Group Material, AIDS and Democracy: A Case Study. Dia Art 






Figure 13: Mary Lum, panel for Bill Olander, The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt, 1989. 








Figure 14: Visual AIDS logo, 1989. Designed by M Plus M Incorporated.  





Figure 15: Announcement for Day Without Art, 1989. Printed in the National Association of 




Figure 16: Poster for Day Without Art 1989. Offset lithograph on paper, 31⅜ x 23 ½ in. 










Figure 18: Day Without Art posters at the 420 West Broadway gallery building in Soho, 1989. 





Figure 19: Demonstrators outside Artists Space during the opening of Witnesses: Against Our 





Figure 20: David Wojnarowicz speaking at the Museum of Modern Art for “In Memoriam: A 
Gathering of Hope, A Day Without Art,” November 30, 1989. Photo: Star Black. Department of 




Figure 21: Kay Rosen, AIDS ON GOING GOING ON, 2013. Projected on the façade of the 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum for Day With(out) Art 2015. Photo: Elliot Luscombe. 
Courtesy of Visual AIDS 
 
